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Abstract
The space of camera settings is large and individual settings can vary dramatically
from scene to scene. This thesis explores methods for capturing and manipulating
multiple camera settings in a single exposure. Multiplexing multiple camera settings
in a single exposure can allow post-exposure control and improve the quality of pho-
tographs taken in challenging lighting environments (e.g. low light or high motion).
We first describe the design and implementation of a prototype optical system
and associated algorithms to capture four images of a scene in a single exposure, each
taken with a different aperture setting. Our system can be used with commercially
available DSLR cameras and photographic lenses without modification to either. We
demonstrate several applications of our multi-aperture camera, such as post-exposure
depth of field control, synthetic refocusing, and depth-guided deconvolution.
Next we describe multiplexed flash illumination to recover both flash and ambient
light information as well as extract depth information in a single exposure. Tradi-
tional photographic flashes illuminate the scene with a spatially-constant light beam.
By adding a mask and optics to a flash, we can project a spatially varying illumi-
nation onto the scene which allows us to spatially multiplex the flash and ambient
illuminations onto the imager. We apply flash multiplexing to enable single expo-
sure flash/no-flash image fusion, in particular, performing flash/no-flash relighting on
dynamic scenes with moving objects.
Finally, we propose spatio-temporal multiplexing, a novel image sensor feature
that enables simultaneous capture of flash and ambient illumination. We describe
two possible applications of spatio-temporal multiplexing: single-image flash/no-flash
relighting and white balancing scenes containing two distinct illuminants (e.g. flash
and fluorescent lighting).
Thesis Supervisor: Fredo Durand
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"The very definition of a new medium is that it alters the relationship
of people to the world around them. It is only after that alteration has
occurred that people can sense the change. Obvious examples of this
phenomenon are the effects of the telephone or television on our culture
as a whole. And so, in a much smaller but yet significant way, we find
that our kind of photography can change the interaction of people with
the world around them" - Edwin H. Land, 1972 [35]
Edwin Land, photographic visionary, esteemed vision scientist and founder of the
Polaroid Corporation, saw the potential of instant photography to radically transform
our society and "the interaction of people with the world around them". He envisioned
a photographic system that was fast, seamless, and simple to use. His Land instant
camera revolutionized the landscape of photography, transforming a process that
previously took hours to mere seconds, allowing almost instantaneous photographs.
His inventions helped popularize personal photography, making it simple for people
to recompose and retake a photo if they were unsatisfied with the original result.
Moreover, instant photography found other less traditional applications, such as for
taking ID and passport photos, and aiding the police in documenting crime scenes.
The advent of digital photography has now almost entirely usurped Land's orig-
inal film based camera systems, providing even faster, cheaper and more flexible
photography. In a sense, digital photography has taken Land's dream to the next
level, providing truly instant and effectively free photos. Having such abundant and
easily created photographs has opened up many new applications and uses for digi-
tal photography, and made a significant impact on society today. The number and
variety of cameras has also seen an explosion of growth, from high-end large format
and Digital SLR cameras to inexpensive and portable point-and-shoot cameras and
camera-phones, with many people owning several types. This rapid increase in the
number of cameras and amateur photographers has produced hundreds of millions
of photographs available online at photo-sharing and social networking websites like
flickr.com and facebook.com.
Spurred on by digital photography's recent propulsion into the mainstream, the
new field of computational photography is beginning to fundamentally re-think the
way we capture and process images. In traditional photography, standard optics di-
rectly form the final image. In contrast, computational approaches replace traditional
lenses with generalized optics that form a coded image onto the sensor which cannot
be visualized directly but, through computation, can yield higher quality or enable
flexible post-processing and the extraction of extra information. Some designs use
multiple sensors to extract more information about the visual environment. Other
approaches exploit the rapid growth in sensor spatial resolution, which is usually
superfluous for most users, and instead use it to capture more information about a
scene. These new techniques open exciting possibilities, and in particular give us the
ability to modify image formation parameters after the image has been taken.
This thesis describes multiplexed photography, a collection of computational pho-
tography methods for simultaneously capturing multiple camera settings in a single
exposure. By capturing multiple camera settings at one time, we can extend the
capabilities of digital photography, and help photographers manage the large space
of camera settings by enabling post-exposure editing and control. There are many
different camera settings (e.g. focus, aperture, shutter speed, and flash) and erro-
neously setting any one can ruin an otherwise good photograph. In this thesis we
focus on methods that allow post-exposure editing and control of physical camera
settings as well as higher-level controls such as depth of field. One common thread
in all of the projects described in this thesis is that we trade image resolution to
capture more information, such as multiple aperture or flash settings. This thesis is
comprised of three projects: multi-aperture photography, multiplexed illumination,
and spatio-temporal multiplexing. While each project takes a different approach to
the goal of capturing multiple camera settings, exploring several areas and approaches
of computational photography, they all rely on spatial multiplexing and the emerging
abundance of image resolution now available on modern image sensors.
1.1 Trends in Computational Photography
Marc Levoy broadly defined computational photography as "computational methods
that enhance or extend the capabilities of digital photography" [46]. To give some
context for this thesis we can construct a taxonomy of recent computational photog-
raphy research by examining the various ways researchers have modified or augmented
traditional cameras.
digital image processing The first modification, which in essence created digital
photography, was to replace film with a discrete digital sensor. The new digital sensor
essentially emulated film, but instead produced digital files, instead of negatives and
prints. The first category in the taxonomy is digital image processing, loosely defined
as the processing of captured images to create new images. This is very broad, but
includes methods like tone mapping and dynamic range compression[19, 23, 7, 55],
multi-exposure high dynamic range images[16, 29], and digital image compression[27].
Computational optics and cameras The next change, and a fairly radical depar-
ture from traditional photography, was to replace the standard optics in the camera,
that produced nice focused images, with new coding optics, that no longer directly
produced images fit for human consumption. Instead computation is required to de-
code the captured data into normal images. Some examples of new computational
optics and camera designs include wavefront coding[9, 12, 18, 24] which extends depth
of field, coded aperture[43, 82] which can provide depth information, and lightfield
photography[48, 66, 65, 44] which allows refocusing of the image after it has been
taken. Our multi-aperture camera (discussed in chapter 3) falls under the area of
computational optics and cameras.
Computational Sensors Next, people again replaced the digital sensor, which as
mentioned previously, was essentially emulating film, with a new sensor of smart pixels
that combine sensing and processing. These smart pixels have been used for applica-
tions like adaptively adjusting their individual exposures to avoid saturation[1] and
capturing a high dynamic range image[62]. Spatio-temporal multiplexing, discussed
in chapter 5 is an example of a new computational sensor.
Computational Illumination Finally, we can replace the passive lighting, with
structured or controlled illumination. Some examples include fast separation of di-
rect and global illumination[61], spatially adaptive flash [2], Shader Lamps [73, 30]
to change the appearance of the scene, tabletop lighting for digital photography[57],
and using flash shadow edges to estimate depth[72]. Our multiplexed flash illumi-
nation method (presented in chapter 4) falls under the category of computational
illumination.
1.2 Organization of Thesis
This thesis explores methods for capturing and manipulating multiple camera settings
in a single exposure. Multiplexing multiple camera settings in a single exposure can
allow post-exposure control and improve the quality of photographs taken in challeng-
ing lighting environments (e.g. low light or high motion). To this end, we introduce
three new computational photography methods for improved digital photography.
Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of a prototype optical system
and associated algorithms to capture four images of a scene in a single exposure, each
taken with a different aperture setting. Our system can be used with commercially
available DSLR cameras and photographic lenses without modification to either. We
demonstrate several applications of our multi-aperture camera, such as post-exposure
depth of field control, synthetic refocusing, and depth-guided deconvolution.
Chapter 4 introduces a coded illumination method we call multiplexed flash il-
lumination to recover both flash and ambient light information as well as extract
depth information in a single exposure. Traditional photographic flashes illuminate
the scene with a spatially-constant light beam. By adding a mask and optics to a
flash, we can project a spatially varying illumination onto the scene which allows us
to spatially multiplex the flash and ambient illuminations onto the imager. We apply
flash multiplexing to enable single exposure flash/no-flash image fusion, in particular,
performing flash/no-flash relighting on dynamic scenes with moving objects.
Finally, in chapter 5 we propose spatio-temporal multiplexing, a novel image sen-
sor integration strategy that enables simultaneous capture of flash and ambient il-
lumination. We describe two possible applications of spatio-temporal multiplexing:
single-image flash/no-flash relighting and white balancing scenes containing two dis-
tinct illuminants (e.g. flash and fluorescent lighting).
In chapter 2 we review basic optics, camera settings and other preliminaries useful
for reading the thesis. We end with concluding remarks and future directions in
Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we present background and related work useful for the rest of this
thesis. We begin with a review of geometric optics and image formation. Next, we
discuss camera settings and their effects on image formation. We conclude the chapter
with a description of the bilateral filter[81] and related flash / no-flash image fusion
methods[21, 70] which we reference frequently in chapters 4 and 5. In this chapter
we present a broad overview of related work, while each subsequent chapter contains
a more detailed and focused related work section.
2.1 Geometrical Optics
In this section we present a brief review of geometrical optics that forms the basis for
our discussion of camera lens settings and controls as well as provides a foundation
in optics useful for reading the following chapters of the thesis. We make two main
approximations in our discussion of optics in this section. The first approximation,
and the classic definition of geometrical optics, is that the wavelength of light is small
enough such that the wave nature light can be ignored, and that light propagation
can instead be approximated by rays that travel in straight lines. By neglecting the
wave nature of light, we ignore phase and interference effects such as diffraction. Our
second approximation is that we only consider paraxial rays - rays that make a small
angle with the optical axis of the system. The paraxial approximation allows us to
reference plane P
P P1  P2
e _8 el 1  ,el 
--- 0000 -d 2, el
d e optical axis
d---- r
optical axis optical axis
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2-1: Ray parameterization. (a) A ray is parameterized at a reference plane
P by its distance d and angle 0 from the optical axis. (b) Rays travel along a straight
path in a homogeneous medium. The angle 0 remains constant, while the distance
from the optical axis can vary from reference plane P 1 to P 2 . (c) Refraction of a ray
as it passes through a spherical interface between two media with different indices of
refraction.
use simple approximations of sin 0, cos 0 and tan 0 for small values of 0 (e.g. less than
10°):
cos0= 1 +  - 1 (2.1)
sin0 = 0 - +  '" - 0 (2.2)
tan08= 8+ + .+. 0 (2.3)
This assumption is commonly referred to as paraxial, Gaussian (after Carl Friedrich
Gauss), or first-order optics, because we are using a first-order approximation of the
Taylor expansion of the trigonometric functions. Paraxial optics provides an idealized
version of the optical characteristics of a system and does not capture third-order (or
higher) aberrations such as spherical or comatic aberration.
Ray parameterization For simplicity, we limit our discussion to 2D rays, and as
such, a ray traveling through our optical system can be described by its distance d
and angle 0 from the optical axis, as measured at a sequence of reference planes (see
~~~~,;i~~~~:~~~,~~I,.~,~,~~~,,~,;,;,_:_:
figure 2-1(a)). In order to simplify later steps in our analysis, we do not describe rays
using the angle 0 directly, we instead use the so called ray direction-cosine, 1rsin0
(which can be simplified to rl0 using the paraxial approximation), where r1 is the
index of refraction of the medium the ray is traveling in. Thus a ray r, in a medium
of index rl, can be describe by a two dimensional column vector r = [d, 70]T . The
advantage of using ray direction-cosines instead of angles directly is that, by Snell's
law[34, 74], the direction-cosine V = rsin0 7 r0 (assuming paraxial rays) remains
constant for a ray as it crosses a planar boundary between two media.
Matrix Methods It is common to describe the behavior of paraxial optical systems
using a matrix formulation that relates the state of rays as they travel from one
reference plane to another reference plane. This allows complex optical systems to
be described by combining multiple matrices. In particular, in order to describe
compound optical systems consisting of multiple spherical glass lenses in air, we only
need to derive matrix forms for two cases: the translation (or propagation) of rays
between two reference planes in the same medium, and the refraction of rays at the
boundary between media of two different refractive indices.
Translation Let us assume we have a ray r described by r = [d, r70]T at reference
plane P 1, and the ray travels a distance t through a homogeneous medium with index
of refraction 7r. We would like to describe the translated ray r' = [d', r0']T at a second
reference plane P 2 (see figure 2-1(b) for a diagram).
d' = d+ttan0 (2.4)
= d+tO (2.5)
Sd+ (t)(( 7 0) (2.6)
Step 2.5 follows from the paraxial ray assumption. The quantity T = is called the
"reduced thickness," and adjusts the distance relative to a vacuum, accounting for
the index of refraction of the medium. Light rays travel in straight lines through a
homogeneous medium, thus implying 0' = 0. These two equations can be captured
in matrix form as:
d' 1 t/4 d[dl] = 1 [ dr (2.7)
From equation 2.7 we see that the translation matrix A that describes the translation
of ray r a distance t through a medium with index of refraction q is:
A = t/1 (2.8)
0 1
Refraction We would like to compute the refraction matrix R, given a spherical
refraction boundary, with radius of curvature r, and refractive indices ql and 72 on
either side of the boundary (see figure 2-1(c) for a diagram). In the case of refraction,
we only examine a single reference plane P, and describe the ray just before, and just
after P (we can treat this as the limit of two reference planes as the distance between
them goes to zero). In a sense refraction is the dual of translation in that the ray
height stays the same, i.e. d' = d, and we must calculate a new ray direction-cosine
72 0 .
By Snell's law we have:
71 sin el = 72 sin e2  (2.9)
which can be simplified using the paraxial approximation as
71el = 7 2e 2. (2.10)
Using the exterior angle theorem and the paraxial approximation (we assume a is
small like 01 and 02) we can solve for el and e2 in terms of 01,02, r and d.
d
el = 0 +al0 1 + sina=01 + (2.11)
e2 0= 2 2o +2± Sina =0 2 +- (2.12)
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Substituting for el and e2 into equation 2.10 and rearranging terms we get:
71202 -= n101 - (712 - rll)d/r (2.13)
which can be written in matrix form as:
d' 1 0 d] (2.14)
=120 -(T2 -)/r 1 110(2.14)
It is common to make the substitution P = (12 - r 1 )/r, where P is called the
refractive power of the surface. Then, the refraction matrix R is simply:1 0
R = (2.15)
-P 1
2.1.1 Modeling Lenses
The power of the matrix representation is that complex optical systems can be con-
structed by composing simple combinations of A and R matrices. For example, a
singlet lens L (a lens consisting of a single element) can be constructed by composing
two refractive matrices with a translation matrix between them:
L = R 2 AR 1 , (2.16)
where R1 and R2 are chosen to match the index of refraction and radii of curvature
of the lens, and A matches the thickness. Note that the convention is that radius
values, r, are positive if the center of curvature is to the right of the surface, and
negative if to the left.
Thin Lens Approximation The thin lens approximation models a lens as having
zero center thickness, and thus it can be described using only two refraction matrices.
L = R2A 1 (2.17)
Assuming the glass has refractive index q, and is surrounded by air, the compound
matrix is:
L = 1 0 1 (2.18)
-P2 - P 1 -(P + P2) 1
with
P + P2 = ( - 1)/ri + (1 - r)/r 2 = -- 1)(1/rl+ 1/r 2 ) = 1/f (2.19)
where f is the focal length of the thin lens.
do d,
f
Figure 2-2: An ideal thin lens with focal length f focuses light leaving an object a
distance do in front of the lens into a point di behind the lens. Notice that the lens
creates an inverted image of the object.
Thin lens equation We can use our matrix representation to derive the well known
thin lens equation that describes the relationship of object and image conjugate points
and the focal length of the lens:
1 = + (2.20)f do di
where f is the lens focal length, do is the distance to the object reference plane, and
di is the distance to the image reference plane (see figure 2-2). The thin lens equation
describes the focusing behavior of an idealized (paraxial) aberration-free lens, and
thus is one of the most useful equations for modeling camera lenses.
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In order to derive equation 2.20 we will construct a matrix C that models the scene
and then investigate some of its properties. The scene can be modeled by composing
three matrices, a translation matrix that models the ray propagation from the object
to the lens, a refraction matrix that models the lens using the thin lens approximation
(equation 2.18), and finally another translation matrix that propagates the ray from
the lens to the image plane.
S 1di 1/f 0] 1 do] = 1-dil/f (1-di/f)do+di 2.21)
0 1 -1f 0 1 -1/f 1 - do/lf
Now suppose that do and di are chosen such that C is of the form
a 0oC = , (2.22)
-1/f /3
where the upper right entry vanishes. Then, if we transform a ray r = [d, 0]T by C we
see that d' = acd for any value of 0. In other words, C "focuses" all object reference
plane rays leaving from d, regardless of their initial angle 0, to point d' on the image
reference plane. It is trivial to see that C takes the form in equation 2.22 when the
thin lens equation (equation 2.20) is satisfied.
2.2 Camera Settings
Is this section we move away from our discussion of optics and now focus on the
standard camera controls available to photographers when using commercial camera
systems. Our goal is to highlight the basic controls available on most cameras and
lenses, their effect on the captured image, and any work related to multiplexing and
post-exposure editing.
2.2.1 Focus
Focus is arguably the most important camera control in terms of its effect on the final
image. Focus controls are used to select a scene (or object) distance that will be sharp
in the final image. Although commercial lenses are complex, multi-element optical
systems (often containing between four and as many as twenty or more lenses), they
can be modeled as a single ideal thin lens with focal length f, that follows the thin
lens equation (equation 2.20). Under this model, focus controls are directly adjusting
the lens-sensor distance di in order to focus at the desired object distance do.
Handheld lightfield cameras and camera arrays [3, 66, 65, 47] have been used to
capture enough information about a scene to enable post-capture refocusing. Typ-
ically, refocusing is accomplished by recording the lightfield, or the 4D set of light
rays that enters the camera, and digitally performing the lens integration normally
performed with optics. An alternative approach was proposed by McGuire et. al. [54]
where they constructed a network of N copies of the incoming light, using a tree
of beam-splitters, and each copy can be imaged with different camera settings. In
particular, each of the N copies could be captured with a different focus setting,
allowing some post-exposure control of focus. Wavefront coding methods[12, 9, 18]
attempt to avoid the focusing problem altogether by capturing an image that has a
depth-invariant blur, which can be removed using deconvolution and deblurring.
2.2.2 Exposure
Exposure is a measure of the total amount of light that reaches the image sensor.
There are two main controls that effect the overall exposure of an image: shutter
speed and aperture size. One useful concept when discussing exposure, shutter speed,
and aperture size is exposure value (EV). A particular EV describes all combinations
of exposure time and aperture size that produce the same total image exposure. EV
can be calculated as:
N 2
EV = log 2  (2.23)t
where t is the exposure time and N is the aperture size (or f/#), both of which will
be described below.
2.2.3 Exposure Time
The exposure time, also commonly called the shutter speed, determines the length of
time the shutter remains open during image capture. As noted above, a particular EV
can be attained by many combinations of exposure time and aperture size. However,
although each combination will have the same exposure, the images can appear dra-
matically different for different combinations. Shutter time is primarily relevant for
controlling the motion blur of scenes with moving objects. For example, it is common
to use a fast shutter speed (e.g. 1/ 25 0th of a second or shorter) when photographing
sporting events and other action scenes in order to "freeze" the motion of an instant
in time. Alternatively, a long shutter speed can be used to emphasize the motion and
dynamism of the scene. This technique is commonly used when photographing ocean
tides, waterfalls, and the movement of the stars in the night sky over an extended
period of time (often employing exposure times of minutes or even hours).
Most photo-editing software tools (e.g. Adobe Photoshop [4]) contain exposure
adjustment controls that can emulate the effect of changing the shutter speed after
the picture has been taken (assuming the scene is static, and thus no motion blur).
Shutter speed, which has essentially a linear effect on the final exposure, can be
digitally adjusted by linearly scaling the pixel values' by the ratio of the desired to
the captured shutter speeds.
It has become fairly common for photographers to capture a sequence of images,
each taken with a different shutter speed, and then merge the "exposure stack" into
a single high dynamic range (HDR) image [16]. There has been extensive research on
methods to directly capture HDR images [5, 62, 60] in a single image without needing
to construct the entire "exposure stack". The multiplexing methods presented in this
thesis build on many of the ideas used to capture HDR images.
'We assume pixels are in a linear colorspace, or gamma correction can be inverted.
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Figure 2-3: The relationship between aperture size and depth of field. The diameter
a of the defocus blur is dependent on the aperture size. Consequently, the depth of
field is also dependent on the aperture size.
2.2.4 Aperture
The aperture setting on a lens controls the physical size of the opening through which
light rays can pass. Recall that aperture size is the other parameter that determines
exposure value, and hence adjusting the aperture size primarily effects the overall
exposure of the captured image. However, aperture size is a critical imaging parameter
for another reason: aperture size directly controls the depth of field of the captured
image.
Depth of Field Depth of field (DOF) is the term photographers use to describe
the range of distances in a scene that appear sharp in the final image. Assuming
aberration free paraxial optics, exact focus is only possible for a single depth plane
(equation 2.20). When located at the focus distance, a point object source will pro-
duce a point image. However, when located any any other depth, a point object
source will image to a blurry spot, the size of the spot being directly related to the
distance from the plane of focus. The size of the blurry spot on the image sensor, a,
is commonly called the circle of confusion, or defocus blur. We can define DOF as the
Figure 2-4: Effect of aperture on depth of field. The top row shows two scenes pho-
tographed with a large aperture. The bottom row shows the same scenes photographed
using a small aperture. The shallow depth of field obtained when using a large aper-
ture helps remove the distracting background of the portrait scene (left column) and
focus the attention on the subject. While large depth of field is necessary to capture
sharply the full range of depth in the landscape scene (right column).
set of scene depths that produce an acceptably small circle of confusion such that the
image still appears sharp. The definition of DOF is somewhat vague, partly because
the perceived sharpness or blurriness of the final image will depend on a number of
factors, including the size of the sensor pixels, the physical size and resolution of the
display media (e.g. physical prints vs. viewed on a monitor), viewing distance, etc.
and thus the size of an acceptably small circle of confusion can vary.
While any point not located at the plane of focus will produce a nonzero circle of
confusion, the exact size of the blur circle will depend on the distance from the focal
plane and the aperture setting of the lens. Figure 2-3 shows that as the size of the
aperture decreases the circle of confusion also decreases. It is in this way that aperture
can be used to control DOF. This coupled behavior of the aperture, influencing both
exposure and DOF, makes controlling the aperture settings challenging for many
amateur photographers.
Aperture settings are indicated using f-numbers, denoted as f/# or N, which
measures the ratio of the lens focal length f to the diameter D of the aperture
opening:
N = f/# = (2.24)
D
Typical consumer lenses have f-numbers that range from f/2.0 to f/22, (larger f-
numbers correspond to smaller aperture sizes) often in v/2 increments. Each v'
increase in the f-number halves the amount of light that enters the lens. For example
a f/2.0 aperture captures twice as much light as a f/2.8 aperture. Image quality and
sharpness is also dependent on aperture size. At large aperture settings (e.g. f/2.0),
rays strike the periphery of the lens (no longer satisfying the paraxial assumption) and
can suffer from increased aberrations. At the other extreme, small aperture settings
(e.g. f/16) are reaching the size where diffraction can limit the ability of the system
to resolve small details. Often the best image quality is obtained for settings between
f/5.6 and f/8.0.
Figure 2-4 shows the qualitative effect of the aperture and DOF for both portrait
and landscape photography. The top row of images shows two scenes photographed
using a large aperture, producing shallow DOF. The bottom row shows the scenes
photographed with a small aperture, and thus a large DOF. In the portrait, shallow
DOF is used to blur the distracting background and bring attention to the subject.
A large DOF is necessary to capture the entire landscape image sharply.
2.2.5 Flash
A flash is an invaluable accessory in low-light situations, unfortunately many ama-
teur photographers have difficulty properly using the flash, and their photos often
suffer from flash artifacts. Red eye, unflattering highlights, strong shadows, glare
and under-exposed backgrounds are some of the most common flash artifacts. Pho-
tographers have developed methods and guidelines for improving the quality of flash
images[31]. For example, flashes are often bounced off large reflectors or walls to cre-
ate an area light source that produces softer lighting and can reduce highlights and
strong shadows. Slow-sync is a method that combines a flash with a long exposure to
help increase the background exposure level. Researchers have also developed compu-
tational methods to improve flash photography. Several methods have been developed
that combine flash and no-flash images of a scene in order to create better images with
pleasant lighting and remove artifacts like shadows, glare and reflections[21, 70, 6, 51].
Flash and no-flash images have also been used to extract background and foreground
mattes[79, 78].
2.2.6 Focal Length
The last camera setting we will discuss is the lens focal length f. Given a fixed sensor
size, the focal length f of the lens determines the field of view of the image. There
are two types of lenses, prime and zoom. Prime lenses have fixed focal lengths, while
the focal length of a zoom lens can be adjusted between a range of focal lengths. In
general, prime lenses are optically less complex than zoom lenses, requiring fewer lens
elements, and achieving higher optical quality and with larger apertures.
Cropping the field of view of an image to a smaller size can emulate the effect
of using a larger focal length lens. In this way, "digital zoom" can be applied after
the photo has been taken to adjust the focal length and field of view. Of course, the
obvious limitations are that you can only decrease the field of view (i.e. increase the
focal length) and the resolution of the final image is decreased.
2.3 Bilateral Filtering
In this final section of the chapter we review the bilateral filter[81] and its applica-
tions. The bilateral filter is a nonlinear edge-preserving filter that has recently begun
being used extensively in the computer graphics, computer vision and computational
photography communities. In particular, the bilateral filter, and its extensions have
(b) (c)
Figure 2-5: Comparison of Gaussian and Bilateral filtering. A noisy step function
(a) is denoised using Gaussian filtering (b) and bilateral filtering (c). The noisy input
function is shown in light gray for comparison. The Gaussian filter overly smoothes
the step edge, while the non-linear bilateral filter is able to preserve the sharp step
edge.
been used to combine two images of a scene, one taken with a flash, one without,
into a single image with the best properties of each[21, 70]. In chapters 4 and 5 we
investigate methods to capture both the flash and no-flash images at the same time.
Given an input image I, the output of the bilateral filter at a pixel p, J,, is defined
as:
Jp No, (s - p) Nor,, ( Ip)Is, (2.25)
with the normalization factor W, defined as:
Wp = :No,(s - p)N,,(Is - Ip), (2.26)
sEQ
and N,, and N,, are zero mean Gaussian functions with standard deviations as and
ar respectively. As can be seen from equation 2.25, the bilateral filter combines Gaus-
sian weighting on both the spatial distance and on the intensity difference between
neighboring pixels. The term N,,, often called the range Gaussian, provides the
weighting based on the intensity differences, and is what gives the bilateral filter its
edge-preserving properties. Essentially, while standard Gaussian filtering gives the
most weight to spatially close pixels, regardless if they are across an intensity edge,
the NoT term down-weights pixels on different sides of an intensity edge, even if they
are close spatially. The effect of the range Gaussian can be seen in figure 2-5, where
we compare standard linear Gaussian filtering with nonlinear bilateral filtering. The
Gaussian filtered version smoothes across the step edge, while the bilateral filtered
version keeps the edge intact.
The range Gaussian term No, makes bilateral filtering nonlinear, as it is dependent
on the image intensities and not just spatial positions. This nonlinearity makes eval-
uating the bilateral filter directly computationally intensive, and also prevents using
standard acceleration methods for linear filters such as the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). Fortunately, several methods have been developed that significantly accelerate
bilateral filtering[19, 14, 68, 85].

Chapter 3
Multi-Aperture Photography
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we focus on one of the central aspects of optical imaging: the effects
of a finite aperture. Compared to pinhole optics, lenses achieve much higher light
efficiency at the cost of integrating over a finite aperture. The choice of the size of
the aperture (or f/#) is a critical parameter of image capture, in particular because
it controls the depth of field or range of distances that are sharp in the final image.
Depending on the type of photography, more or less depth of field can be desirable. In
portraits, for example, shallow depth of field is desirable and requires a wide physical
aperture. Unfortunately, many users do not have access to wide aperture cameras
because of cost, in the case of SLRs, and limited physical sensor size, in the case
of compact cameras. Photographs of multiple subjects are even more challenging
because the aperture diameter should be large enough to blur the background but
small enough to keep all subjects in focus. In summary, aperture size is a critical
imaging parameter, and the ability to change it during post-processing and to extend
it beyond the physical capabilities of a lens is highly desirable.
Design goals We have designed an imaging architecture that simultaneously cap-
tures multiple images with different aperture sizes using an unmodified single-sensor
camera. We have developed a prototype optical system that can be placed between
Figure 3-1: Photographs of our prototype optical system to capture multi-aperture
images. The system is designed as an extension to a standard DSLR camera. The
lower right image shows a close-up of the central mirror used to split the aperture into
multiple paths.
the camera and an unmodified lens to split the aperture into four concentric rings
and form four images of half resolution onto the camera sensor.
We designed our optical system to meet four goals:
* Sample the 1D parameter space of aperture size and avoid higher-dimensional
data such as full light fields.
* Limit the loss of image resolution, in practice to a factor of 2 x 2.
* Design modular optics that can be easily removed in order to capture standard
photographs.
* Avoid using beam splitters that cause excessive light loss (e.g., [53]).
One advantage of our design is that the captured images can be added directly to form
new images which correspond to various aperture settings, without requiring non-
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linear processing and image analysis. More advanced post-processes can be performed
using depth from defocus.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3-2: (a-c) A pictorial representation of previous methods of splitting the aper-
ture. (a) The standard Light field camera design [Adelson and Wang 1992; Ng 2005;
Georgiev et al. 2006]. (b) The splitting used by Aggarwal and Ahuja [2004] for high
dynamic range imaging. (c) Beam splitters [Mcguire et al. 2007], and (d) our decom-
position.
3.2 Related Work
We focus on work related to modifying the aperture of a camera, which includes both
camera systems that permit the capture of richer data streams and image processing
algorithms that take advantage of this captured information.
Plenoptic cameras instantaneously capture the full light field entering the optical
system. Various designs have been investigated and implemented [3, 67, 59, 64, 26].
These designs vary in size and optical components, but, in principle, plenoptic cameras
trade spatial resolution to capture directional information about the rays entering the
optical system. This also can be seen to split the main aperture into a number of
rectangular areas and form a separate image from each of these sub-apertures (Fig. 3-
2(a)). A typical drawback of these approaches is a severely reduced spatial resolution,
where the grid subdivision of the aperture results in a reduction that is quadratic in
the number of samples along one axis. An advantage of these approaches is that the
final image can be a simple linear combination of the recorded data [64]. Non-linear
reconstruction can afford better resolution trade-offs, but is more prone to artifacts.
L-
Another interesting way of splitting the light entering an optical system is to use
a pyramid mirror placed behind the main lens [5]. This effectively subdivides the
aperture into "pie slices" and each of these sub-apertures is captured using a separate
sensor (Fig. 3-2(b)).
Perhaps the most common way of splitting the light entering an optical system
is to use beam splitters to replicate the optical path (Fig. 3-2(c)). Prisms and half-
silvered mirrors are typical elements used to perform this task. In this context, 3-CCD
cameras use a dichroic prism to split the light and create three copies of the image,
each with a different spectral band. Many other designs have been investigated. In
particular, McGuire et al. use different aperture and focus settings to perform matting
[54]. Watanabe et al. have demonstrated a real-time depth from defocus system that
uses beam splitters and active illumination [83]. We have considered designs with
beam splitters to decompose the aperture, but they usually require multiple sensors
and lose light because they need to rely on occlusion by a mask to select a sub-region
of the aperture.
Hasinoff and Kutulakos use a brute force approach by capturing all possible com-
binations of aperture and focus settings for use in a depth from focus method [33].
This method produces very high quality depth maps but requires several hundred
exposures.
Applications of splitting the aperture include: extending dynamic range [5, 60],
computing depth [3, 22, 36], alpha matting [54], multi-spectral imaging [60], high-
speed imaging [32], changing viewpoint [67, 59, 64], digital refocusing [39, 64, 26],
synthetically changing depth of field [26], and extending depth of field [64, 53].
3.3 Optical Design
3.3.1 General Principle
The optical system must accomplish two tasks simultaneously: 1) split the circular
aperture of the main photographic lens into a central "pinhole" image and several
Figure 3-3: Schematic diagrams and photographs of our optical system and a sample
image taken with the camera. Our design consists of a main photographic lens imaged
through relay optics and split using a set of tilted mirrors. The relay optics produce
an image of the main lens' aperture onto the aperture-splitting mirrors. The diagram
is color coded to display the four separate optical paths. The right image shows data
acquired from our camera. Each quadrant of the sensor captures an image from a
different aperture ring. Colors are used to denote the separate optical paths of each
aperture ring. The unit is enclosed in a custom cover during normal operation (see
Fig. 3-1).
concentric rings and 2) re-sort and image the light rays from the "pinhole" and rings
onto the imaging sensor of a digital camera.
We use a relay system to image the physical aperture diaphragm of the photo-
graphic lens to a plane outside of the lens, called the exit pupil [34]. The exit pupil
is then divided into a central disc region and a number of concentric rings. Refrac-
tive/reflective optical elements are used to steer the light rays passing through dif-
ferent regions. Finally, additional lenses are used to form images on a single imaging
sensor.
3.3.2 Our Design
Our optical design for splitting the aperture into a central disc and a set of concentric
rings is conceptually similar to a Cassegrain lens. A schematic is shown in Fig. 3-3.
The self-contained optical assembly is placed between a regular photographic lens and
the camera body. The entire optical package includes the relay optics tube, a 4-way
aperture-splitting mirror to divide the lens aperture, and four sets of image forming
mirrors and lenses. We chose to divide the full photographic lens aperture into N=4
sub-aperture areas because this division achieves a good trade-off between the loss
of sensor resolution and the ability to perform our proposed post-exposure edits. We
use a 12.8MP Canon EOS-5D digital SLR camera, and achieve around 3MP spatial
resolution for each of the four images. From four images we are able to acquire depth
maps, interpolate and extrapolate depth of field, and synthetically refocus.
Relay optics are necessary for two reasons. First, to relay the intermediate image
formed by the photographic lens to the camera's sensor. More importantly, relay
optics are necessary to image the physical aperture diaphragm of the photographic
lens out of the lens barrel, i.e., forming a new exit pupil at the 4 -way aperture-splitting
mirror. From the conjugate relation between the object and image [34], we know that
splitting the exit pupil is equivalent to splitting the physical aperture itself. By using
the 4-way aperture-splitting mirror at the new exit pupil, we reflect the incident light
rays to four different directions according to where they pass through the aperture.
For example, the size of the central "pinhole" mirror is equivalent to a lens aperture
size of f/8 1 . Therefore, all rays which pass through a virtual f/8 aperture are steered
along the optical path denoted in green, as shown in Fig. 3-3. Please note: the red,
blue, green and purple colors in Fig. 3-3 are used only to distinguish the four different
light propagation paths, and are not related to any real color filtering/modification.
The outer radii of the other three rings are chosen to correspond to virtual aperture
sizes of f/5, f/3.7 and f/2.8, respectively. The corresponding folding mirrors reflect
the light. back in the direction of the camera sensor. An imaging lens is used between
the folding mirror and the camera to reduce the imaging distance and ensure that
the final image size is reduced to 1/4 of the size of the camera sensor. As one can
see from Fig. 3-3, the optical axes of all four optical paths deviate from the original
photographic lens' optical axis. This deviation is corrected by tilting the imaging
lenses according to the Scheimpflug principle [74].
The 4-way aperture-splitting mirror used to divide the lens aperture is made
by machining custom steel tubes and polishing the reflecting surfaces until they are
optically flat. An image of the mirror is shown in Fig. 3-3. The angles of the directions
to which light is reflected must be large enough to ensure the folding mirrors and their
mounts do not interfere with the relay optics tube or block the incident light from the
relay optics. However, this angle cannot be too large, as the larger the angle, the more
the light deviates from the original optical axis, which can cause several field related
optical aberrations such as coma and astigmatism. Additionally, large angles increase
the possibility for vignetting from the camera mount opening to occur. Finally, larger
reflecting angles at the aperture-splitting mirror increase the amount of occlusion due
to splitting the aperture. Further details are discussed in Section 3.3.4.
We have designed the relay optics to extend the exit pupil 60mm behind the relay
optics tube. The 4-way aperture-splitting mirror is placed at this location. The
innermost mirror and the small ring mirror are tilted 250 to the left (around the
x-axis), and 18' up and down (around the y-axis) respectively. The two largest rings
1Ideally, the central mirror would be as small as possible to approximate the infinite depth of field
of a true pinhole camera. Due to manufacturing limitations, f/8 was the smallest possible mirror
we could build.
are tilted 18' to the right (around the x-axis), and 160 up and down (around the
y-axis) respectively. The tilt angle for this arm is slightly smaller because these two
rings are farther behind the relay optics. To generate the same amount of lateral shift
at the position of the folding mirrors, the desired deviation angle is smaller.
The position of each folding mirror is determined by the tilting angle of the cor-
responding aperture-splitting mirror. The folding mirrors and imaging lenses are
mounted on four, six-degree of freedom kinetic mounts, which ensure that the mir-
rors and lenses can be configured to the correct position and angle to form four
sub-images at the four quadrants of the camera sensor (See Fig. 3-1 and 3-3).
3.3.3 Calibration
Our system needs to be both geometrically and radiometrically calibrated. Because
we used stock optical elements, and built all the mounts and enclosures, there are
significant distortions and aberrations in each image. We have observed spherical field
curvature, radial distortion, tilt in the image plane, and variations in the focal length
of each ring image (due to slight differences in the optical path lengths resulting from
imprecise alignment and positioning of the mirrors and lenses). To geometrically cal-
ibrate for distortions between ring images, we photograph a calibration checkerboard
and perform alignment between images. Through calibration we can alleviate some
of the radial distortion, as well as find the mapping between images. In addition,
imaging an LED (see Fig. 3-4) was very useful to perform fine scale adjustments of
the mirror and lens angles.
We radiometrically calibrate the rings by imaging a diffuse white card. This
allows us to perform vignetting correction as well as calculate the relative exposures
between the different rings. Finally, we apply a weighting to each ring, proportional
to its aperture size.
(d) (e)
Figure 3-4: Point Spread Functions of our system captured by imaging a defocused
point source imaged through the apertures of (a) central disc, (b) the first ring, (c) the
second largest ring, and (d) the largest ring. The horseshoe shape of the rings is caused
by occlusion. (e) The sum of (a)-(d). Misalignment causes skew in the shape of the
PSFs.
3.3.4 Occlusion Analysis
The four reflecting surfaces on the 4-way aperture-splitting mirror are tilted to dif-
ferent directions. They are placed in a spiral-step configuration as shown in Fig. 3-3.
Each of the outer rings is partially occluded by its neighboring inner ring's extruded
supporting base. The aperture of the central disc area is unaffected, but a small
portion of each of the other three ring apertures is occluded. The occlusion can be
reduced by arranging the four reflection surfaces such that the normal direction tran-
sition between each of the adjacent surface pairs is minimized. For example, as shown
in Fig. 3-3, the angle between the normal direction of the central disc and that of the
first ring is 360, but the angle between that of central disc and the second largest ring
is 49.10. This arrangement produces less occlusion than if the reflection direction
of the first and second rings is swapped. We captured the images of the occluded
apertures by probing the camera system with an LED point source at a position off
the plane of focus.
3.4 Applications
In the previous section we described an optical system to capture images, denoted
as R 0 ,..., RM-1, taken from M = 4 annular apertures simultaneously. Using our
representation, we can synthesize a sequence of M images, Io,.. . , IM-1, of different
(c)(a) (b)
aperture sizes by accumulating the rings, i.e., Ij = E Ri. In a single exposure, our
technique can generate multiple images of the same scene, each as if taken with a
different aperture setting. This set of multiple images then can be used to recover
a defocus gradient map, which measures at each pixel the change in defocus blur as
a function of aperture size. Our defocus gradient map is very similar in concept to
a traditional depth map, and in fact we could compute depth from the sequence of
aperture images using standard depth from defocus algorithms [13]. The defocus gra-
dient map is integral to accomplishing sophisticated operations, such as extrapolating
shallow depth of field beyond the limits of the largest aperture, changing the apparent
plane of focus, and increasing image sharpness using a depth guided deconvolution
scheme.
3.4.1 Defocus Gradient Map
Assuming that our scene is composed of planar patches parallel to the image plane,
we can approximate defocus blur over each patch as a convolution, where the filter
size is determined by the patch's distance from the plane in focus. In his original
work on depth from defocus, Pentland [69] derives an equation relating the object
distance do to internal camera parameters and the defocus blur kernel diameter a (see
Fig. 2-3):
fdido (3.1)
di - f - uN'
where f is the focal length, di is the distance between the lens and the imager plane,
and N is the f-number (the ratio of the focal length to the diameter of the lens).
Solving for a we have:
(di - f)do - fdi
a = (3.2)Ndo
The sign of u differs for points in front of (-) and behind (+) the in-focus plane.
We assume the camera is focused on the nearest scene point to avoid the standard
depth from defocus ambiguity, as well as to restrict a to positive values. Substituting
G = [(di - f)do - fdi] /do and I = 1/N, we can rewrite Eq. 3.2 in the linear form:
a = GI, (3.3)
where G is the derivative of a with respect to the inverse f-number 1/N. The utility
of Eq. 3.3 is that if G is known, the blur kernel size can be calculated for an arbitrary
f-number. We call our estimate of G at each pixel the "defocus gradient map."
The defocus gradient map measures the change in size of blurring kernels as a
function of aperture size. The defocus gradient map is related to the distance of an
object from the plane of focus. An object on the focus plane will always be sharp
(hence its blurring kernel will be zero for all aperture sizes). An object away from the
focus plane will become blurrier as the aperture size is increased, and in particular,
the rate at which it becomes blurry is dependent on its distance from the in-focus
plane.
It is possible to calculate the defocus gradient map by running standard depth
from defocus algorithms to recover a depth map and then directly converting the
depth map to a defocus gradient map. However, we do not require exact depth
per se, and in fact we are more interested in the apparent change of defocus blur
with respect to aperture size. The defocus gradient map is a simpler, more direct
representation for our applications.
We can use Eq. 3.3 to compute the defocus gradient map. At a pixel p, the change
in blur with respect to aperture size should lie on the line up = Gpl. Therefore, if we
can estimate a, in each of our aperture images, we can directly calculate G, as the
slope of the line. Unfortunately, it is difficult to directly estimate up, and instead we
adopt a hypothesis-and-test framework. For a set {Gi} of discrete values of G, we
hypothesize that pixel p has defocus gradient Gi, and test this hypothesis against our
observed data.
In practice we use a Markov Random Field [8, 80] framework to solve for the
defocus gradient map. We chose MRFs to solve for the defocus gradient map be-
cause it globally optimizes our data objective while simultaneously applying spatial
regularization. We set up a MRF where the labels for each pixel are assigned from
a set {Gi} of discrete values of G. The optimization objective function is a standard
combination of a data term EP (Eq. 3.4) and a smoothness term, S. The penalty E'
for assigning a node p the label Gi is calculated as:
M
E p = E (Io 0 H(u,,))(p) - l3(p). (3.4)
j= 1
Equation 3.4 measures the error at pixel p between the smallest aperture image
10, convolved with the expected defocus PSF H(-ij) with diameter oij = Gi(1/Nj)
and the observed blur (as measured in image Ij). We model the PSF as a disc of
diameter ajy.
The smoothness (regularization) term, S, defines how similar we would like spatial
neighbors to be. S is specified as horizontal S, and vertical S, pairwise weights
between adjacent pixels. S. is calculated as S. = exp(-(o1) 2 x a), where 1o0 is the
horizontal spatial derivative of Io, and a is a bandwidth parameter. S, is calculated
analogously. Our assumption is that depth discontinuities often occur across intensity
edges. In flat intensity regions, our smoothness term encourages nearby pixels to have
the same labels. However, regions with large gradients (e.g., edges) incur a small
smoothness weight, and thus are less penalized for having different depth labels.
Similar discontinuity-preserving smoothness terms have been used previously [8, 45].
3.4.2 Interpolating and Extrapolating Aperture Size
Our optical system captures four images of the scene simultaneously, each from an
annular section of the aperture (see Fig. 3-3). It is possible to reconstruct the four
aperture images by successively accumulating rings, e.g., the third aperture image is
constructed by summing the inner disc and the next two aperture rings. Furthermore,
interpolating between reconstructed images approximates the effects of varying the
aperture size, from the smallest to the largest captured apertures. This provides a
way to continuously adjust the depth of field in an image. Figure 3-5 shows several
images with varying aperture sizes constructed by summing the individual rings.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3-5: Images created by summing rings of the aperture. (a) Small central
aperture. (b) Sum of the central disc and the first ring. (c) Sum of the central disc
and the first two rings. (d) Sum of all aperture regions. Notice that the depth of field
is decreased as aperture rings are added.
Using our defocus gradient map we can extrapolate shallow depth of field beyond
the physical constraints of the maximum aperture. This is accomplished by extrap-
olating the size of the blurring kernel (using the defocus gradient) and blurring the
"pinhole" image. Figure 3-6(a) shows an image taken at f/1.8 and Fig. 3-6(b) shows
a synthesized version computed using our defocus gradient map technique. The defo-
cus gradient map was computed from four separate exposures (f/# = 22, 13, 8, and
4, respectively). The difference image is shown in Fig. 3-6(c). Figure 3-7 shows an
extrapolated image taken with our camera.
Noise Characteristics Interpolated and extrapolated images have different noise
characteristics. Images created using the interpolation technique show noise charac-
teristics similar to a standard image of the same aperture size. Interpolated images
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-6: A comparison of our extrapolation method to a reference image. (a) A
reference image taken at f/1.8. (b) Our extrapolated synthetic result. (c) Difference
image. The images used to compute (b) were taken in multiple exposures, without our
prototype optical system. The mean error is under 5% of the average image intensity.
have decreased shot noise due to summing multiple aperture rings. Extrapolated
images use only the "pinhole" image, and thus points on the image plane exhibit the
noise characteristics of the "pinhole" image. Additionally, some light efficiency is lost
due to the added elements in the relay and mirror system.
3.4.3 Synthetic Refocusing and Guided Deconvolution
The defocus gradient map is an encoding of the relative distance from the focus plane
at each image point. In particular, image points near the in-focus plane will have a
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Figure 3-7: Extrapolating the aperture to twice the area of the largest captured aper-
ture. (a) Defocus gradient map; darker colors indicate smaller gradients (i.e., points
closer to the in-focus plane). (b) f/8 image (smallest aperture). (c) Accumulated
f/2.8 image. (d) Extrapolated f/2 image.
small defocus gradient, and the defocus gradient will increase the further the point
is from the in-focus plane. Since we store discrete labels in the defocus map, we can
relabel, or shift, the values in the map by an offset to achieve a synthetic refocusing ef-
fect. After offsetting the labels we can perform depth of field extrapolation (Sec 3.4.2).
Figure 3-8 shows an example of our synthetic refocusing method. In Fig. 3-8(a) the
focus is on the doll in front. In Fig. 3-8(b) the focus has been "moved" to the doll
in the back. Although directly shifting the labels in the defocus gradient map is not
equivalent to moving the in-focus plane, it produces qualitatively convincing refocus-
ing effects. An alternative approach is to convert the defocus gradient map into a
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3-8: Refocusing on near and far objects. (a) is the computed defocus gradient
map. Dark values denote small defocus gradients (i.e., points closer to the in-focus
plane). Using (a) we can synthesize (b) the near focus image. (c) Defocus gradient
map shifted to bring the far object to focus. (d) Synthesized refocus image using (c).
(e) Synthesized refocus image using our guided deconvolution method. Notice the far
object is still somewhat blurry in (d), and the detail is increased in (e).
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depth map (Eq. 3.1), which can be adjusted directly and used as input to a lens blur
filter (e.g., in Adobe Photoshop).
It is important to note that we cannot perform actual refocusing of the image,
we can only synthesize a new shallow depth of field image where the perceived image
plane has been moved. In particular, we must rely on the large depth of field present
in the smallest aperture image to provide all the detail at the shifted in-focus plane.
We now describe a form of guided deconvolution to enhance details in the "pin-
hole" image. The defocus gradient map provides an estimate of the PSF at each pixel.
This PSF estimate can be used to adjust the deconvolution kernel used at each pixel.
If we use K different labels when calculating the defocus gradient map (i.e., K depth
values), then we run K separate deconvolutions of the "pinhole" image, each with
a different PSF to produce a set of deconvolved images {Di}. The size and shape
of each PSF used is determined by Eq. 3.3 (a different value of G for each of the K
labels, 1 is determined by the size of the central disc aperture, e.g., f/8). We use
Richardson-Lucy deconvolution ("deconvlucy" in Matlab).
The final output of our deconvolution method is assembled by compositing the K
separate deconvolutions based on the defocus gradient map labels. For example, if a
pixel p has label k (1 < k < K) in the defocus gradient map (i.e., pixel p is at depth
k), then we copy the corresponding pixel location in the kth deconvolved image Dk
(which has been deconvolved with a PSF corresponding to objects at depth k) into
the output image. This provides a spatially adapted deconvolution method: The PSF
used to calculate the deconvolved output at a pixel is determined by the estimated
depth/defocus at the pixel. In contrast, traditional deconvolution methods use a sin-
gle PSF for the entire image. The main benefit we have found is that our method
alleviates most of the over-sharpening artifacts that are common with deconvolution
methods by spatially tailoring the PSF to the local blurriness present in the im-
age. Figures 3-8(d) and (e) compare refocusing with and without our deconvolution,
respectively. Note the improved detail in our deconvolved version.
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Figure 3-9: Alternative designs. (a) Normal focusing through a lens. (b) Laterally
shifting the focused image by decentering the optical axis. (c) Example of cutting an
annular region from a larger theoretical lens. The distance from the optical axis of
the annular region and the optical axis of the theoretical lens determines the amount
of lateral shift.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Alternative Optical Designs
We have investigated several alternative optical designs in addition to the design
previously described in this paper. We would like to briefly discuss two of these
alternative designs, with the hope that they may inspire further research.
The first alternative design involves placing a complex refractive element (i.e.,
a lens with non-traditional surface curvature) at the exit pupil which is then used
to divide and image concentric rings of the aperture. The surface of the refractive
element is designed such that light striking an annular region of the lens forms an
image shifted laterally from the center of the CCD imager. Figure 3-9 describes how
it is possible to laterally shift the image formed through a lens by decentering the lens
with respect to the main optical axis. Conceptually, the proposed refractive element
is composed of decentered annular sections, each cut from a theoretical larger-radius
lens. See Fig. 3-9(c) for an example. To mimic our current design, the refractive
element would consist of four annular regions which form four images in the quadrants
of the CCD. Two advantages of this design are that it could easily be extended to 9 or
16 regions and it splits the aperture at a single plane without occlusion problems. The
main disadvantage we found in simulation was that because of the unusual surface
shape, and the limitation to using a single lens element, the optical aberrations were
unacceptably high. Additionally, it would be difficult and expensive to manufacture
with glass, although it may be more practical using molded plastic optics.
The second alternative design is to place a micro-lens array over the CCD, where
each lenslet is a miniaturized version of the complex refractive element just described.
This is similar to the light field camera design proposed by Ng [64], however, instead of
capturing a full light field, would integrate light from annular regions of the aperture,
thus enabling higher spatial resolution. We believe that because the micro-lens array
is responsible for a very local re-sorting of light rays, the quality would be higher than
any of the previously proposed designs. Unfortunately a micro-lens array cannot be
removed in order to take standard photographs.
3.5.2 Limitations
A potential drawback of our system is that our mirror design requires very precise and
difficult alignment of the optical elements in order to minimize aberrations. However,
precision manufacturing techniques could produce an optical system with quality
comparable to standard photographic lenses. Additionally, our system has difficulty
recovering accurate depth and defocus information in regions without texture. This
problem is common to many depth from defocus algorithms, and we employ the
standard solution of using spatial regularization. It may be possible to use the unusual
shapes of each aperture ring along with coded aperture methods to further improve
the depth maps.
Another limitation is that our synthetic refocus method is unable to correctly
synthesize blur effects across depth discontinuities. Unlike light field cameras, we are
unable to capture the subtle parallax effects that occur across occlusion boundaries.

Chapter 4
Multiplexed Flash Illumination for
Relighting and Depth Extraction
4.1 Introduction
Taking good photographs in low-light situations is challenging. Standard photo-
graphic solutions for capturing low-light images include using a tripod and a long
exposure, high sensitivity film (or high gains in the case of digital photography),
large aperture lenses, or a flash. Using a tripod produces images with the least noise,
however setting up a tripod is inconvenient and motion blur can be an issue due to
the long shutter times. Using a larger aperture lens is often a good solution, however
some scenes may still be too dark to be well exposed. Additionally, large aperture
lenses decrease depth of field and are often very expensive. Increasing the sensitiv-
ity of the sensor is a common solution, however this can significantly increase image
noise, particularly for consumer point-and-shoot cameras. For these reasons, a flash
is often the most practical option for dark scenes. Unfortunately, using a flash can
produce several irritating and unwanted artifacts, and it takes a skilled photogra-
pher to avoid or minimizes them. In particular, flash photographs often suffer from
uneven foreground-background exposure, red eye artifacts, color casts, and strong
highlights on foreheads and other glossy surfaces. All of these effects often combine
to destroy the natural ambiance of the available lighting in the scene, producing
harsh, unflattering pictures. Flash/no-flash methods [21, 70] combine two images of
a scene, one taken with a flash and one taken without, to produce a new image with
the best properties of both images. While these methods work well for static scenes,
the requirement of multiple exposures is a significant barrier to the average user, and
infeasible for moving scenes because of the need for multiple exposures.
We propose a method for simultaneously capturing flash and ambient lighting
information in a single exposure. We use a coded flash to project a high-frequency
pattern onto the scene, which spatially multiplexes flash and no-flash information (see
Figure 4-1). Spatially multiplexing flash and no-flash gives information about both
the detail and color in the flash regions and the ambient illumination in the no-flash
regions, though with a reduced resolution and extra indirect illumination due to the
flash.
We build on the idea of assorted pixels [63, 62] but extend it to computational
illumination. We aim to spatially multiplex flash information into a single image. In
contrast to previous work on temporal multiplexing of illumination, e.g. [15, 86, 56,
61, 76], our goal is to simultaneously record both types of information. Simultaneous
capture is important for dynamic scenes to avoid a temporal mismatch between the
images corresponding to the two lighting conditions.
Furthermore, we want to leverage the defocus information from the multiplexing
light pattern in order to infer depth information. However, in contrast to previous
work [58], we seek to do so in the presence of ambient illumination and with a light
pattern that is not co-axial with the lens, in order to increase light efficiency.
Our main contributions are:
* The introduction of assorted flash pixels to record spatially multiplexed flash
and ambient information.
* An analysis of possible sampling and reconstruction schemes.
* The estimation of a sparse depth map from flash defocus.
* Single exposure flash/no-flash applied to dynamic scenes.
Figure 4-1: Top: A scene photographed with and without flash. Bottom: Close-
ups of two possible samplings of flash and no-flash pixels using our multiplexed flash
illumination.
4.2 Related Work
Assorted Pixels, proposed by Nayar and Narasimhan[63], introduced a method for
sampling multiple dimensions of imaging (e.g. brightness, color spectrum, time, po-
larization) by mosaicing pixels that sample different dimensions into a single array of
pixels. We extend this concept by allowing the illumnation to be mosaiced. Unlike
traditional Assorted Pixels, in which the multiplexing occurs purely on the image
sensor, we multiplex at the illumination source and must identify which pixels on the
sensor sample which dimension.
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Structured lighting has been used to accomplish a variety of tasks, including depth
and shape estimation[89], refocusing [47, 58], light transport estimation [77], and di-
rect and indirect lighting separation [61]. Many of these techniques are restricted to
static scenes because they require multiple images of the scene, while our goal is to
capture flash and ambient information for a scene in a single exposure. Additionally,
some methods (e.g. [58]), require a coaxial camera and projector which is accom-
plished using a beam-splitter. Beam-splitters lose lights, and introduce glare, which
is undesirable for low-light photography, our main application. Our method uses a
binary transparency mask to occlude certain portions of the flash illumination and
thus necessarily decreases the flash intensity.
A number of approaches seek to capture a full basis of possible illumination to
enable arbitrary relighting of a scene, e.g. [15, 86]. This requires a large number
of images to encode the full set of possible directions and, in the case of dynamic
scenes, careful correction must be applied to warp the data [86]. In contrast, we seek
a simultaneous capture but restrict ourselves to two illumination conditions.
Nayar et. al. [61] describe a method for fast separation of the direct and indirect
components of a scene illuminated by a single light source. This method uses a se-
quence of high-frequency patterns projected onto the scene to perform the separation.
They also describe a single exposure version which can produce separations, albeit
with a loss in resolution. We assume the scene is lit by two sources, our multiplexed
flash and an ambient light source. Our goal is to separate the image into flash and
ambient components by spatially multiplexing each component in a single image. We
are unable to separate the indirect flash lighting from the ambient lighting, therefore
our no-flash pixels capture the combined ambient plus indirect flash lighting.
We build on methods that combine a flash and no-flash image of a scene to produce
a new image containing the desirable properties of both [21, 70, 6, 88, 40]. We
recover a high resolution detail layer from the flash portions of the image and a
large scale intensity layer from the no-flash regions. We demonstrate single exposure
flash/no-flash and coarse depth map estimation as applications of our multiplexed
flash illumination.
4.3 Multiplexed Illumination
We divide the flash beam into a grid of pixels and allow each pixel to be either on or
off. If a flash pixel is on, light is projected onto the scene and focused at the focal
plane of the camera. If a flash pixel is off, light is blocked and does not enter the
scene. Figure 4-2(b) shows a diagram of our optical system. We do not assume that
the flash and camera are coaxial (i.e. no beam-splitter) and instead assume that the
flash and camera are only loosely aligned.
4.3.1 Hardware Prototype
lens
flash
mask
flash bulb -(
illumination . \
flash focus
plane
aperture
(a) (b)
Figure 4-2: Our prototype(a) consists of a DSLR camera and a film camera modified
to project a high-frequency pattern through its main lens. (b) A binary mask is used
to block flash rays and produce a spatially varying pattern at the flash focus plane.
In order to achieve spatially varying flash intensities, we augment a traditional
photographic flash with a binary mask pattern and focusing optics. In essence, we
turn a traditional flash into a flash projector. The key distinction between our modi-
fied flash and a projector is that our flash produces a short burst of light as opposed
to continously illuminating the scene, which is essential for freezing motion in pho-
tographs. While a projector can be used to simulate our flash, particularly for static
scenes, we found there were a number of disadvantages to using a standard consumer
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projector. In particular, projectors often have low contrast, poor optics (e.g. high
chromatic aberation and lens distortion), and a wide fixed aperture providing very
shallow depth of field. In our design, we used printed binary transparency masks
with a very high contrast ratio and the focusing optics of a high quality professional
SLR camera lens with low chromatic aberation and full aperture control in order to
control depth of field. An image of our system is shown in Figure 4-2(a). The film
camera body on top has been transformed into our "flash projector" by removing the
back and placing our mask at the original film plane. A standard flash is mounted
behind the "film plane" with a diffuser separating the flash and mask. Essentially,
the camera is being used in "reverse" - light is shone from the original image plane
out through the lens, producing a focused version of the mask onto the scene. An
additional feature of this design is that if the focusing lens is thrown completely out
of focus, the flash pattern is removed (via defocus blur) and the multiplexed flash is
restored back to a traditional flash, albeit with some loss in intensity due to the mask.
This allows the flash to operate in two modes: traditonal and multiplexed flash.
4.3.2 Illumination Patterns
In this section we consider several possible patterns for the flash illumination, includ-
ing uniform, Poisson-disk, and striped. Once a type of pattern is chosen, the main
parameter we explore is the ratio of flash and no-flash pixels in a particular sampling
pattern. This ratio has two direct consequences: the sampling rate (in the Nyquist
sense) of the reconstructed flash and no-flash images and the total amount of flash
light in the scene. In general, the ratio should be chosen such that the resulting
sampling rate matches the frequency content of each component. Unfortunately, the
frequency content cannot be known a priori, and we are forced to make decisions
based on some estimate of expected frequency content and how important it is for
the specific application. In particular, we observe that flash/no-flash techniques rely
more on the high frequencies of the flash component and on the low frequencies of
the no-flash one.
The total number of "on" flash pixels affects the total amount of light sent into the
scene, but not the direct light received by a given illuminated point; it only increases
the fraction of illuminated points. However, as the ratio of flash pixels increases, this
introduces more indirect flash light, "corrupting" the no-flash pixels.
Uniform A uniform checkerboard produces an equal number of flash and no-flash
samples, uniformly distributed and regularly spaced. The ratio of flash to no-flash
samples can be adjusted to produce regularly spaced samples with greater or fewer no-
flash samples. However, although the flash mask contains regularly spaced samples,
parallax between the flash and the camera distorts the spacing of samples when
imaged at the camera. This distortion makes localizing the flash and no-flash samples
on the camera sensor more difficult than with traditional assorted pixel schemes.
Stripes A stripe pattern can help localize the flash and no-flash samples if the
optical centers of the flash and camera are carefully aligned. In particular, we can
constrain the epipolar geometry such that vertical lines in the flash mask are projected
to vertical lines in the camera. A disadvantage of this pattern is that it yields a non-
uniform sampling between the vertical versus horizontal dimensions.
Poisson-disk As mentioned above, applications of flash/no-flash pairs usually take
their high-frequency information from the flash component. As a consequence, we may
choose to undersample the no-flash component to increase the total flash intensity
and record a larger number of well-exposed flash pixels. In order to hide some of
the aliasing and noise that may occur, Poisson-disk distributed points can be used
instead of a uniform grid when undersampling. Although they may appear randomly
distributed, Poisson-disk distributed points have the property that there is a minimum
distance e between any pair of points. We used the method of Jones[41] to efficiently
generate Poisson-disk distributed points. A disadvantage of Poisson-disk distributed
points is that localizing the points is difficult, particularly in the presence of parallax
and occlusions.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4-3: Top row: A scene photographed with(a) and without(b) a standard flash.
(c) Standard flash/no-flash image fusion. Our reconstructed flash(d) and no-flash(e)
images and our single-exposure flash/no-flash reconstruction(f). The multiplexed in-
put image is shown in (g).
4.4 Reconstruction
Once we have captured a multiplexed flash illumination image, we must identify and
separate the flash pixels from the no-flash pixels. Since we seek a direct simple exten-
sion of the traditional flash, the illumination and lens are not confocal and parallax
makes it harder to identify which pixels are lit by the flash. Without geometric cor-
respondence, we rely on statistical methods to determine flash and no-flash pixels. A
simple method proposed by Nayar et. al. [61] is to choose flash pixels as the maxi-
mum pixels in some local window. Similarly, no-flash pixels are the minimum pixels
in each local window. To reduce speckle noise, we compute a weighted average of the
K largest and smallest pixels in a local window and use this as our estimate of flash
and ambient pixels, respectively. The size of the window is chosen differently for flash
and no-flash pixels and is based on the known ratio of flash to no-flash pixels.
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Figure 4-4: Plot of reconstruction error (MSE) as a function of the percentage of
no-flash samples used in a uniform sampling pattern. As the percentage of no-flash
pixels increases, the reconstruction error of the no-flash image decreases and the error
of the flash image increases. The slope of the graphs suggest using masks with between
5 and 15% no-flash pixels.
Figure 4-4 shows a plot of the reconstruction error for the flash and no-flash
components of our test scene (shown in Figure 4-3) as a function of the percentage of
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no-flash pixels in the flash pattern. Flash and no-flash images were taken separately
and used as the ground truth. As expected, as the percentage of no-flash pixels
increases, the no-flash reconstruction error decreases, and the flash reconstruction
error increases. This graph suggests that there is little benefit to increasing the
ratio of no-flash pixels above a 20%, as the no-flash reconstruction error does not
decrease significantly beyond this point. For our flash/no-flash application we use
masks with - 6 - 12% no-flash pixels. This trade-off between capturing flash and
no-flash pixels is similar to the spatial-angular tradeoff common to many lightfield
camera designs [64, 26, 28].
Figure 4-5: Using texture synthesis to improve resolution. (a) multiplexed illumi-
nation image. (b) No-flash pixels labeled and disk of pixels around each is marked.
Standard reconstruction(c) dilates and blurs features. Texture synthesis fills in miss-
ing points and avoids resolution loss.
Improving Resolution As a consequence of using max and min operators to lo-
calize points, detail has a tendency to dilate or erode in the flash and no-flash images,
depending on the local intensity gradient (see Figure 4-3(f) for an example). In order
to improve sharpness and combat dilation and erosion in the flash image, we use tex-
ture synthesis to fill in missing data [20, 84, 87]. We remove a disk of pixels around
each no-flash pixel location and infill these pixels with texture synthesis (see Fig-
ure 4-5). An additonal advantage of using Poisson-disk distributed no-flash samples
is that the irregularity of the sampling hides artifacts that may occur when inpainting
regions on a regular grid.
4.4.1 Improved Localization
We have developed an algorithm to improve localization of flash and no-flash pixels
when using a uniform grid illumination pattern. Because we do not coaxially align
the flash projector and the camera, there is parallax which makes localizing the no-
flash pixels non-trivial. This is particularly evident across depth discontinuities and
on highly curved surfaces. Depth discontinuites cause shifts in the stride between
adjacent flash or no-flash pixels. Curved surfaces cause a row (or column) of points
to be projected along a curve instead of along a straight line. However, locally (within
a small neighborhood) the projected flash pattern is often very similar to a uniform
grid. The general idea of our algorithm is to identify likely flash and no-flash pixels
and then iteratively propagate local evidence to influence the estimate of nearby
locations.
Initialization We initialize the estimated locations using a method similar to Nayar
et. al. [61], finding the maximum or minimum pixels in non-overlapping M x M
windows, where M is chosen to match the projected size (or stride) of the illumination
pattern in camera pixels. We note that if the focal lengths of the flash projector and
the camera are matched then the size of the projected pattern (magnification) is not
affected by scene depth or parallax.
(b) (c) (d) (e) (t) (g)
Figure 4-6: Improving localization. (a) A typical Omin kernel. (b) A close-up of
the flash pattern projected on a scene. Notice that /min closely resembles (b). (c) An
input scene. The inital estimate of no-flash pixel locations (d) and the corresponding
P map (e). Notice that (d) has many missing pixels locations and is lacking structure.
(f) shows the final estimate of no-flash pixel locations and the final P map (g) after 20
iterations. Our localization method is able to propagate local structure and accurately
identifies no-flash pixels.
Propagating local evidence Given an initial estimate of the flash and no-flash
pixel locations, F and NF respectively, we wish to refine them by incorporating a
local spatial model of the relative positions between adjacent flash or no-flash pixels.
The intuition is that if we have found the location of one flash pixel, we can use this
information to help estimate the location of neighboring flash pixels.
To propagate information we construct a map P as:
P = F * Omax + NF * 0min. (4.1)
where F and NF are indicator images that have, e.g. NF(p) = 1 for no-flash pixels
p and zero otherwise, qmax and qmin are kernels that encode the relative spatial
locations of other flash pixel locations as signed functions and * denotes convolution.
For example, Cmax is positive where we expect to find flash pixels, negative where we
expect to find no-flash pixels and zero otherwise. We set qmin = -Omax-
We iteratively perform a sequence of steps designed to find pixel locations that
simultaneously agree with the input data (e.g. are local maximums or minimums)
and are appropriately spaced relative to neighboring flash and no-flash pixels. First,
we build
Pmax = P X Igray (4.2)
Pmin = P x (1 - Igray) (4.3)
where I is a grayscale ([0-1] normalized) version of the input image I. Pmax and Pmin
reweight P, giving more weight to flash pixels locations that are in bright parts of
the image, and more weight to no-flash pixels locations in dark parts of the image.
As Pmax and Pmin are processed symmetrically - MAX can be substituted for MIN
(and vice-versa)- the remaining steps will be described for computing Pmin only. We
find the set Q of local maxima of the laplacian V 2 Pmin with response greater than a
threshold 7:
Q = {q V 2 Pmin(q) > T A q = argmax V2Pmj(p) . (4.4)
In practice we use a local window fQq of 5 x 5 pixels, and a threshold T = 2. Local
maxima of V 2Pin are points where the gradient is increasing quickly (e.g. at the
minimum of no-flash pixels) and we threshold to discard points with small response.
We use Q to update our current estimate of no-flash pixel locations NF as:
Vq C Q, NF(q) = CLAMP(V 2Pm in(q) - R o)/R 1, 0, 1) (4.5)
which linearly maps the range [Ro,RI] to [0,1] and clamps values outside the range
(we found [Ro,R 1] = [1,5] to work well in practice). We set NF(p) = 0 for all p 0 Q.
Finally, we recalculate P (using Equation 4.1) and iterate. After K iterations we
calculate the final flash and no-flash pixel positions by thresholding F and NF. In
practice we run K = 20 iterations and use a threshold of 0.2. Figure 4-6 shows an
example of P and NF before and after running our iterative estimation algorithm.
4.4.2 Improved Poisson-Disk Localization
Localizing the no-flash pixels when using a Poisson-disk pattern is even more chal-
lenging than when using a uniform grid. Unfortunately, the method presented in
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Figure 4-7: Histogram of the distance (in image pixels) to the nearest neighbor for
Poisson-disk distributed point sets projected onto a scene. Distances range between 8
and 25 pixels, and are peaked around 15 pixels.
section 4.4.1 is only applicable for the case of uniform grids because we make explicit
assumptions about the spatial location of neighboring no-flash pixels with respect
to each other. Poisson-disk distributed samples do not have such strict and con-
sistent neighborhood relationships, so it is difficult to apply the same strategy to
propagate local information as we have demonstrated for the uniform case. However,
Poisson-disk distributed points are not entirely random, and in fact do have some
spatial relationships that we can hope to exploit. In particular, Poisson-disk points
are distributed such that there is at least some minimum distance E between any two
points. If additionally, the points are tightly packed, then the distribution of distances
between points will be peaked and narrow (see Figure 4-7). We can improve local-
ization of Poisson-disk patterns by using knowledge about the expected distribution
of distances between no-flash points. We present a two-stage algorithm for localizing
Poisson-disk distributed no-flash points. In the first stage we estimate points that
are very likely to be no-flash points. This first stage is designed to reliably detect
no-flash points with a low rate of false positives, but as a consequence, may fail to
detect many points (i.e. high precision and low recall). In the second stage we use the
set of reliably labeled no-flash points, as well as the current distribution of distances
between points, and our model of expected distances between points, to estimate the
most likely locations for the remaining no-flash pixels.
I I
Initialization The goal of the initialization step is to label a subset of no-flash
pixels with a high confidence, while minimizing the rate of false positives. In order to
detect no-flash pixels, we make an assumption about the qualitative profile of the flash
intensity in the local window around each no-flash pixel. We assume that each no-
flash pixel causes a single strong inverted spike in what would otherwise be a constant
intensity flash. We model the recorded pixel intensity as a multiplicative modulation
of the surface albedo scaled by the flash intensity (which is a function of the flash
power, the distance between the flash and the surface point, and the angle between
the flash and the surface normal). Under this model and our assumptions about the
flash profile, each no-flash pixel will be a local minimum in an appropriately sized
local window of constant albedo or texture and constant depth. This assumption
fails when the local window contains multiple albedos (e.g. albedo or texture edges),
depth discontinuities, and surfaces at high grazing angles. Additionally the window
must be sufficiently small enough to contain a single no-flash pixel.
The general idea of our initialization algorithm is to estimate the likelihood a pixel
is a no-flash pixel by counting the number of times the pixel is a local minimum in a
set of overlapping windows around each pixel. To this end, we construct a map Lnf
defined at each pixel p as:
f(p) {q p q Ap = argmin I(Qq)}[
Ln{q(p) = P q (4.6)
The numerator of equation 4.6 counts the number of windows q containing p, where
p is the minimum value in Qq. The denominator of equation 4.6 normalizes by the
total number of overlapping windows Qq that contain pixel p. The only parameter
necessary to construct Lnf is the size of each neighborhood window Qq. In practice
we use a M x M windows, chosen to be the approximate stride between neighboring
no-flash pixels. Values of Lnf(p) range continuously between 0 and 1, and give a
normalized count of the number of times a pixel is a minimum in all the windows
overlapping it. A value of 1 means that pixel p is the minimum in every window
containing p, and a value of 0 means that p is not the minimum in any window
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Figure 4-8: The effect of the 7 parameter on precision and recall during the ini-
tialization phase of our improved Poisson-disk localization method applied to three
example patches (patches are shown in figure 4-9). Each color corresponds to a dif-
ferent patch; solid lines show precision curves, dashed lines show recall curves. As T
is increased precision increases and recall decreases. A value of 7 = .75 demonstrated
mean precison rates r 0.9 and mean recall rates above 0.5.
containing p. Finally, we threshold Laf, marking all pixels p with Lf(p) > 7 as
no-flash pixels. The value of 7 controls precision and recall with which we label no-
flash pixels, larger 7 produce higher confidence estimates but lower the recall rate.
Figure 4-8 shows precision and recall graphs for the test scenes in Figure 4-9 as a
function of T. In practice we used T values above 0.75 which exhibited mean precision
rates . 0.9 and mean recall rates above 0.5.
Locating Remaining Points After performing the initialization stage we have
obtained a subset bf reliably labeled no-flash pixels and we would like to expand
this set to localize the remaining no-flash pixels. As mentioned above, we have no
explicit relative or grid structure to aid our task, so instead we use the statistics of
the distances between no-flash pixels to guide us. Figure 4-7 shows a representative
distance distribution for Poisson-disk distributed points.
We propose an iterative algorithm to fill in the missing no-flash points, with
pseudocode provided in Algorithm 1. Given an initial set of no-flash points R =
li- I
{p ILf(p) > 7} (line 1), we construct a distance map DR (lines 2-4) that for each
pixel p, stores the distance (in pixels) to the nearest point in R:
DR(p) = min (p - q) 2. (4.7)
qER
Algorithm 1 Poisson-disk point localization
1: R-- {p ILnf(p) > T}
2: for all pixels p do
3: DR(p) +- minqeR /(p - q) 2
4: end for
5: while max(DR) > maxdist and max(Lnf(Rc)) > r, do
6: Q - {q IDR(q) [mindist, maxdist] }
7: q* <- arg maxqQ Lnf(q)
8: R RU {q*}
9: for all pixels p do
10: DR(p) +- minq R /(p - q)2
11: end for
12: end while
At each iteration, we add the point q* to R with the maximum value Lnf among
all points whose distance DR(q) is within distance bounds mindist and maxdist (lines
6-8). The distance bounds mindist and maxdist are chosen to match the statistics
of the Poisson-disk distance distribution. The distance map DR is recomputed based
upon the updated set R (lines 9-11). We stop iterating when the maximum distance
in DR is below maxdist, or the maximum remaining values in Lf are below a cut-off
threshold (line 5).
4.4.3 Sampling Pattern Comparison
We compare the performance of our proposed improved localization methods with
the uniform window method proposed by Nayar et. al. [61]. Figure 4-9 shows three
patches from a scene illuminated with a uniform grid pattern (subfigures (a)-(c)) and
a Poisson-disk pattern (subfigures (d)-(f)). The two flash patterns were chosen to have
approximately the same density of no-flash pixels. Overlaid on each figure is hand-
labeled ground truth no-flash pixel locations, our no-flash pixel location estimates,
i - Ground Truth - Our Improved Localization Methods x - Uniform Window Method
(a) (b) (C)
(d) (e) ()
Figure (a) (a) (b) (b) (c) (c) (d) (d) (e) (e) (f) (f)
Method Uniform Ours Uniform Ours Uniform Ours Uniform Ours Uniform Ours Uniform Ours
Recall 0.9842 1.0000 0.5835 0.8869 0.7405 0.8906 0.8649 1.0000 0.6176 0.7807 0.7460 0.8984
Precision 0.9740 1.0000 0.5791 0.9225 0.7500 0.9669 0.8672 1.0000 0.5954 0.8665 0.7285 0.9628
Figure 4-9: Results of our improved uniform and Poisson-disk localization meth-
ods compared with the uniform window method for three qualitatively different image
patches: uniform depth and color (a) & (d), textured surfaces with albedo edges (b)
& (e) and depth dis continuities and slanted surfaces (c) & (f). Blue boxes show
hand-labeled ground truth, Green plus marks show the final result estimated by our
methods, and Red exes show the estimated locations of the uniform window method.
Final precision and recall values are listed in the table.
and the locations estimated using the uniform window method. The three patches
were chosen to have qualitatively different image characteristics. One patch is of a
segment of a wall with approximately uniform depth and albedo. The second patch
has textured surfaces and dark albedo edges, mainly caused by the printed lettering.
The third patch has depth discontinuities and slanted surfaces that cause parallax
effects.
We evaluated the performance of our methods by computing precision and recall
statistics. In each figure, the blue boxes mark the location of the hand-labeled ground
truth points, the green plus signs mark the locations of our methods estimated points,
and the red exes denote the locations of the uniform window method. We removed all
points within 10 pixels of the border to ignore any border effects. Our results reported
for the uniform case refer to the algorithm described in section 4.4.1, and the results
reported for the Poisson-disk case refer to the algorithm described in section 4.4.2.
Final recall and precision results are listed in the table in figure 4-9. Our method
significantly outperforms the uniform window method. The main causes of error for
the uniform window method were slight shifts and fractional strides for the uniform
flash pattern, and false positives due to dark albedo regions (e.g. the dark text in
figures 4-9(b) and (e)). Our methods proved to be more robust to these issues by
leveraging spatial information inherent in the flash patterns.
In order to perform a qualitative comparison of the uniform and Poisson-disk
sampling patterns we photographed the same scene under both patterns. Figure 4-10
shows the test scene captured with uniform and Poisson-disk sampling patterns, the
extracted flash and no-flash components and the fused flash / no-flash results. As
expected, there are more grid artifacts in the uniform no-flash image due to under-
sampling, while the Poisson-disk pattern helps hide the aliasing, in exchange for
increased noise. We use texture synthesis to fill in the missing flash pixels. Again,
the uniform flash sampling pattern exhibits more striking and obvious artifacts due
to the uniform and repetitive structure of the missing no-flash pixels. We note that
the flash pattern is unintentionally slightly more defocused in the background of the
uniform pattern than the Poisson-disk pattern, which decreases the contrast, creating
40*
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Figure 4-10: Qualitative comparison of uniform and Poisson-disk sampling patterns.
We show the same scene captured using uniform (a) and Poisson-disk (d) sampling
patterns. Reconstructed uniform ambient (b), uniform flash (c), Poisson-disk ambient
(e) and Poisson-disk flash (f) images. The final reconstructed outputs for uniform (g)
and Poisson-disk (h). The uniform sampling pattern shows aliasing artifacts in the
reconstructed ambient image (b) and texture synthesis artifacts in the reconstructed
flash image (c). The Poisson-disk pattern helps hide aliasing and texture synthesis
artifacts (e) & (f).
fainter shadows. The increased flash defocus causes more light to "spill" into the no-
flash pixels. There is also some color casts due to the mixed lighting of the scene as
well as chromatic aberration caused by the optics of the flash projector. Each final
fused flash / no-flash image was white-balanced independently.
4.5 Depth from Flash Defocus
Similar to Moreno-Noguer et. al. [58], we can use the flash projector defocus to esti-
mate a coarse depth map of the scene. However, there are several distinctions between
our work and previous approaches. First, we do not assume the flash projector and
the camera are coaxially aligned, and therefore must cope with parallax which makes
the localization more challenging. We have described a method to improve localiza-
tion in Section 4.4.1. A second fundamental difference between our setup and the
one described by Moreno-Noguer and colleagues is that we aim for the flash illumi-
nation to have an infinite contrast ratio1 between flash and no-flash pixels while they
specifically illuminate the entire scene with some baseline illumination. We aim for
an infinite contrast ratio because we wish to recover only no-flash illumination in
the no-flash pixels. One advantage of Moreno-Noguer and colleagues approach[58]
is that they are able estimate and "invert" the projector illumination blur because
it is nonzero everywhere. Our goal is to estimate a sparse depth map by analyzing
the blur at each no-flash pixel, and we rely on the previously mentioned methods to
improve the resolution of the flash image (Section 4.4).
Defocus Patch Database Our approach is to construct a database D of examplar
patches ed that model how flash defocus changes as a function of scene depth d. In
order to build our database we take multiple photographs of a planar scene containing
patches with different albedos over a range of depths. The camera and flash focus
remain fixed for all images, as the distance d to the planar scene is varied from dmin
1In practice this is impossible - due to indirect illumination, defocus, and the finite contrast of
the occluding mask.
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Figure 4-11: a) A patch database for seven depths ranging from 126cm to 138cm
in 2cm increments. Each depth has K = 4 exemplar patches. b) Error plot of our
depth estimation method. The blue curve shows the percentage of points assigned the
correct depth label as a function of depth. The red curve shows the percentage of
points assigned the correct depth label, or a label +1 from the correct label. In this
case a mislabeling by 1 corresponds to a 2cm error in depth estimation. The green
curve shows the performance of assigning depth labels at random.
to dmax producing a stack of images {Id}. We used a relatively small aperture for
the camera (f/10) and a large aperture for the flash projector (f/2.8) to ensure
that most of the observed defocus is due to the flash and not the camera. From
each image Id we estimate the no-flash pixel locations and crop a N x N window
around each no-flash pixel creating a large collection of example patches for each
depth. We use k-means clustering to compute K examplar patches ek, k = 1... K for
each depth d, and the set of all these examplars over all depths forms our database
D = {elk = 1... K, d E [dmin, dmax]}. In order to provide albedo invariance, we
independantly normalize each color channel of e' to have unit mean. Figure 4-11
shows a database of patches for 7 depth values ranging in 2cm increments from 126cm
to 138cm. For each depth d we have computed K = 4 exemplar patches.
Estimating Depth Given a new scene, we would like to estimate depth at each
no-flash location p. Let lp be the N x N window of pixels centered at p, and tip, be
the per-color channel (i.e. RGB) mean of I,. We compute the error E(lp, d) for depth
d as:
E(lp, d)= min lp- ki, e1 2. (4.8)
k=1...K
We rescale the examplar patches edk by the RGB means p, instead of normalizing 1p
to unit means per channel in order to avoid amplifying noise in 1,. For example a
blue object may have a very low red channel, and thus normalizing the red channel
to unit mean would amplify any noise present. Conversely, weighting ek by tip will
downweight the importance of the red channel when computing the error. We use
nearest neighbor classification and select the d* that minimizes E(lI, d) as the depth
at pixel p:
d* = arg min E(lp, d) (4.9)
d
Figure 4-11 shows an error plot of the number of correctly classified points as a
function of depth, for a set of seven images of a planar scene, covering the depth
range 126cm to 138cm in 2cm increments, using nearest neighbor classification. The
seven test images were the same images used to create the patch database. Each test
image contained approximately 8300 no-flash pixels. The y-axis of the plot shows
the percentage of points correctly label as a function of depth. On the low end,
points at 134cm were correctly identified 42% of the time, whereas on the high end,
points at 126cm were correctly identified 98% of the time. Chance would correctly
label points 14% of the time. In addition, the curve marked "off by one" shows
the percentage of points that were assigned a depth label off by at most one from
the correct label (corresponding to a depth error of 2cm in our experiment). This
improves the percentage to greater than 78% of points.
Figure 4-12 shows results for a scene with depth variation over the full working
range. The yellow box on the left is slanted away and our depth map reflects this.
Also note the bean bag and brown box are estimated at the same depth, as are the
different segments of the gray card, disregarding the significant difference in albedos.
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Figure 4- 12: a) Multiplexed flash illumination input image. b) Sparse depth map)Iiili~:Ffill ::!ii~
computed at each no-flash pixel. Blue values are closer to the camera. Red values arfurther away.I .:
(a) (b)
Figure 4-13: The motion in a dynamic scene is frozen with standard flash phog-
raphy(a) but the soft ambient light is lost. Two image flash/no-flash cannot be used
because the no-flash image(b) has changed and is blurry. From our multiplexed illu-
mination image(c) we can create a new image that freezes the motion and retains the
character of the ambient lighting.
4.6 Single Exposure Flash / No-Flash
To demonstrate our multiplexed illumination, we show single exposure flash/no-flash
image fusion on a dynamic scene. Traditional flash/no-flash methods[21, 70] take as
input a flash and a no-flash image of the same scene. These methods assume there is
minimal motion between flash and no-flash images (such that a simple alignment will
produce pixel level correspondence). Next, the images are decomposed into detail and
large-scale layers using the bilateral filter (and other variants such as the cross/joint
bilateral filter [21, 70]). Finally a new image is synthesized by combining the detail
layer of the well exposed, low noise flash image with the large-scale intensity layer of
the under exposed and noisy flash image. In essence, this combines the sharp details
of the flash image with the pleasing ambient lighting of the no-flash image.
Scenes with motion pose a problem for traditional flash/no-flash methods because
it is no longer possible to align objects between exposures. Using our flash design, we
are able to capture enough information in a single image to perform a flash/no-flash
image fusion. Figure 4-13(a) shows a person tossing a bean bag, captured using a
standard flash in order to freeze the motion of the object. Figure 4-13(b) shows a no-
flash image taken of the same scene shortly aftwards. Objects have changed position
in the no-flash image, and there is a large amount of motion blur. Figure 4-13(c)
shows the results of performing flash/no-flash fusion using the components captured
from a single image. In this example, we used Poisson-disk distributed no-flash points
and reconstructed the flash image using texture synthesis to fill in missing data. Our
result has the sharpness of the flash image, as well as the shadowing and glow of the
no-flash image.
4.7 Discussion
Flash multiplexing shows promise for computational illumination in dynamic scenes
because it facilitates the simultaneous capture of multiple components of illumina-
tion. In this chapter we demonstrated two possible applications of flash multiplexing:
flash/no-flash for dynamic scenes and sparse depth estimation.
However, illumination multiplexing does raise some challenging issues. A limi-
tation of our method is the assumption that no-flash pixels capture only ambient
lighting. In practice, these pixels are illuminated not only by the ambient lighting,
but also by the indirect light from the flash. Additionally, there is some light spill
due to defocus of nearby flash pixels and the finite contrast of the transparency mask
used to create our sampling pattern. These two drawbacks limit the ability of our
system to cleanly separate flash and ambient illumination.
This leakage of light due to defocus is further confounded by the effects of chro-
matic aberration inherent in the refractive elements used to focus the flash illumina-
tion. The chromatic aberration of the flash optics, coupled with the high-frequency
occluder mask used to block the flash, combine to create a depth-dependent chromatic
shift of the flash illumination that leaks into the no-flash pixels due to defocus. In
effect, no-flash pixels that image points in front of the plane of focus are corrupted by
light of one type of illuminant, while points behind the plane of focus are corrupted
by different illuminant. While this depth dependence makes it challenging to remove
the effects of the chromatic shift in the illumination, it also provides some benefit to
our depth from defocus method. Unlike traditional depth from defocus methods, we
are able to disambiguate points in front of versus behind the plane of focus.
Continued exploration into ways to further separate the recovered no-flash im-
age into true ambient and flash indirect lighting would be useful. Recent work on
multi-light white balance [38] may help accomplish this separation. Currently, we
use texture synthesis to improve the resolution of the flash image. However texture
synthesis is computationally expensive when running on large images, so research on
other local methods to improve resolution would benefit the system.

Chapter 5
Spatio-Temporal Multiplexing of
Flash and Ambient Illumination
5.1 Introduction
In this thesis we have investigated methods to simultaneously capture multiple pho-
tographic settings (e.g. aperture, flash) in a single exposure. In the previous chapter
we proposed a method to spatially multiplex flash and ambient illumination condi-
tions by projecting a coded flash onto the scene. This approach had the appealing
property that it did not require any changes to the camera, and instead augmented
the flash with simple optics and a coded mask pattern. However, performing illumi-
nation multiplexing on the flash made demultiplexing the coded information difficult.
Additionally, the reconstructed no-flash signal was subject to indirect illumination
leaking into it, thus a true "no-flash" image was impossible to capture.
In this chapter, we again have the goal to capture a scene under multiple illumina-
tion conditions in a single exposure. However, instead of modifying the illumination,
as described in the previous chapter, or by other means such as spectral or polar-
ization filters, we propose to modify the camera sensor itself. Although redesigning
a camera sensor would require a significant investment from a manufacturer, and
precludes use on current hardware, the modifications alleviate the main issues of the
previous method. Specifically, because we do the multiplexing on the sensor, local-
ization becomes trivial. Furthermore, our proposed method does not suffer from the
limitation that no-flash pixels are corrupted by indirect flash illumination. Unfor-
tunately, like the method in the previous chapter, simultaneous capture of multiple
illumination conditions does come at a price: we must sacrifice image resolution to
record the additional information. Single exposure methods are advantageous over
multiple exposure methods because they eliminate the possibility for misalignment
between exposures. Perhaps more importantly, single exposure methods save signifi-
cant data bandwidth, which is a precious system resource for modern high-resolution
image sensors. In particular, many applications do not require full resolution ambi-
ent and flash images, and thus the extra storage and bandwidth necessary for the
high-speed capture of multiple exposures is overly costly and unnecessary.
This chapter introduces spatio-temporal multiplexing of flash and ambient illumi-
nation in a single exposure. In order to achieve a spatial multiplexing of flash and
ambient illumination (i.e. pixels capture flash or ambient information, spatially mo-
saiced across the sensor), we temporally divide the integration time of each pixel on
the sensor. Our idea is inspired by the slow-sync photography method (see figure 5-1),
where a photographic flash is combined with a long exposure in order to simultane-
ously expose a foreground object (exposed primarily with flash lighting) and a more
distant background (primarily with ambient illumination and a long exposure). We
propose to augment each pixel with independent control of its integration time (i.e. a
per-pixel digital shutter), in order to select whether it integrates primarily flash pho-
tons during the brief flash burst, or it begins integrating after the flash has fired
and thus collects only ambient light. We have not constructed a physical prototype
implementing per-pixel shuttering, nor do we present a detailed hardware design. In-
stead we focus on the high-level functional behavior of the sensor and simulate our
proposed changes using multiple exposures. We describe two possible applications of
spatio-temporal multiplexing: single-image flash / no-flash fusion and white balancing
scenes containing two distinct illuminants (e.g. flash and fluorescent lighting).
I
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Figure 5-1: Slow sync flash photography. Both images are captured with the same
flash, aperture and ISO settings, however the image on the left is taken with a short
exposure (1/250 sec) while the image on the right is taken with a long exposure time
(1/2 sec). Flash intensity falls-off quadratically with depth, thus the distant back-
ground pixels to do not receive much flash light. A long exposure time allows the
background to receive enough ambient lighting to be well-exposed.
5.2 Related Work
The Assorted Pixels work proposed by Nayar and Narasimhan[63], introduced a sys-
tematic method for sampling multiple dimensions of imaging (e.g. brightness, color
spectrum, polarization, etc.) by mosaicing pixels across the image sensor. In this
work we consider a new sampling dimension, where the integration timing of partic-
ular pixels is synchronized to the external illumination conditions (i.e. flash).
Acosta-Serafini and colleagues [1] introduced a predictive multiple sampling method
that adaptively adjusts the pixel dynamic range based on the intensity of the incident
lighting. Essentially, each pixel's current value is nondestructively queried several
times during the integration period to check if it is in danger of saturating. If it is ex-
pected to saturate (assuming a linear extrapolation of the current incident intensity)
then the pixel's value is reset, and it begins integrating again until the full exposure
time has elapsed. The ending pixel intensity, along with the number of times the pixel
was reset, is used to estimate the final pixel value. We view this work as evidence
that our proposed hardware modifications could indeed be physically realized using
existing CMOS technology.
Raskar et. al. [71] describe a coded exposure method for motion deblurring using
a so-called "fluttered shutter". A very high-speed ferro-electric shutter is "fluttered"
(opened and closed in a binary psuedo-random sequence) during exposure, causing the
PSF to preserve high-frequency spatial details in images with motion blur, and thus
make deconvolution well-conditioned. While the authors used a high-speed physical
shutter, the method could be extended to use an electronic shutter. In our work,
we use a per-pixel shutter, as opposed to a global shutter which effects all pixels
uniformly.
Many methods have been proposed that combine multiple exposures to produce
improved photographs. High dynamic range capture [16] methods combine several
images, each taken with different exposure settings, to create a single image with the
full dynamic range of the scene. Tone mapping[75, 19] and exposure fusion [55, 11]
take a stack of images and produce a single image suitable for a low dynamic range
display. Specifically for low light situations, the flash / no-flash methods [21, 70, 37]
combine a flash and no-flash image to produce a new image with the large-scale
lighting properties of the no-flash image and the details of the flash image. These
previous methods all required multiple exposures, while our goal is to capture enough
information in a single image.
Flash photography is often the best option for low-light situations. However,
when there are large depth variations in the scene it is difficult to evenly light a scene
with a single flash due to the quadratic fall-off of flash intensity with distance. This
produces well exposed foreground subjects with nearly black backgrounds. Slow-
sync photography is a common technique used by photographers to alleviate this
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short-comming of standard fast-exposure flash photography (see figure 5-1). In slow-
sync photography, the flash is used in tandem with a long exposure, to produce an
image with a well lit foreground (from the flash) and a well lit background (from the
ambient lighting and a long exposure). We expand the idea of slow-sync photography,
by synchronizing the pixel exposures to capture each component separately.
We demonstrate two applications of our spatio-temporal multiplexing method:
single-exposure flash / no-flash fusion and white-balancing under mixed illumination.
Hsu and colleagues [38] introduced a method for performing white-balancing under
mixed illumination. Their method uses an albedo-voting scheme to decompose the
image into two components, and performs white-balancing on each component inde-
pendently assuming known illuminant spectra. Our method allows us to decomposed
the image into two components directly without needing to estimate albedos, however
we trade spatial resolution in order to capture two illumination conditions (flash and
ambient).
5.3 Spatio-Temporal Multiplexing
In this section we describe spatio-temporal multiplexing for simultaneously capturing
a scene under flash and ambient illumination. We call our method spatio-temporal
multiplexing because we rely on both spatial and temporal multiplexing. We use
spatial multiplexing in the sense that different pixels on the imager will record ei-
ther flash or ambient information (see figure 5-2), in a fashion similar to spectral
multiplexing (i.e. traditional RGB spectral filters). We exploit the fact that a photo-
graphic flash produces a nearly instantaneous burst of light (typically lasting for one
thousandth of a second) to temporally divide the pixel integration period into flash
and ambient segments (see figure 5-3). By synchronizing a per-pixel digital shutter
with the firing of the flash, we can configure each pixel to capture either flash only1 ,
ambient only, or combined flash and ambient information. A per-pixel digital shutter
1While technically both flash and ambient light would be captured, the magnitude of the ambient
contribution typically is vanishingly small in comparison to the flash when using the short exposure
time required.
can be implemented using current CMOS sensor technology, which allows transistors
to be located at each photodetector (i.e. pixel). These transistors can be used to add
per-pixel control logic to the sensor.
In this, and previous chapters, we argue in favor of trading spatial resolution
to capture extended information. However, whenever making tradeoffs, it is always
important to analyze and compare the proposed method to alternative approaches.
In this case, the simplest approach is to capture multiple illumination conditions
in separate exposures. In particular, it is possible to design a camera that cap-
tures two images, one with the flash, and one without, in very rapid succession.
By far, the most challenging (and
most costly) aspect of a high speed
multi-capture camera is handling the F F F
high-bandwidth data transfer neces- F
sary to record two full resolution im-
ages rapidly. In section 5.3.1 below,
we argue that for some applications
(e.g. flash / no-flash image fusion) F F F F F
the no-flash component can be sig-
nificantly lower resolution than the
flash component. So, in a sense, Figure 5-2: Spatially multiplexing Flash (F)
the multi-capture camera design is and Ambient (A) information on the image
"wasting" a large amount of pre- sensor. We show a 1:4 sampling ratio of ambi-
cious bandwidth by capturing and ent to flash pixels.
transferring excessive ambient image
pixel data. Another issue in designing a rapid multi-capture camera is creating a high-
speed shutter capable of triggering twice with very little delay between exposures.
Currently, most SLR cameras use mechanical two-curtain focal-plane shutters that
are not as responsive as electronic shutters. Reducing delay is particularly important
for capturing moving scenes and section 5.3.2 contains a more in-depth analysis of
the effect of delay on reconstructed image quality.
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Spatial Multiplexing We propose spatially interleaving, or mosaicing, pixels across
the image sensor that record either flash or ambient illumination (see figure 5-2). The
main parameter to explore when spatially multiplexing is the relative sampling rates
of flash and ambient pixels. We are argue that because flash pixels will in general
have higher signal-to-noise ratios (because they are typically well-exposed, while am-
bient pixels will be under-exposed in a low-light scene), they provide higher "quality"
high-frequency data and thus should be sampled higher. This argument is supported
by flash / no-flash fusion methods [21, 70] which combine the detail from a flash
image with the large-scale illumination from an ambient image. By definition the
detail-layer contains high-frequency information, which should be sampled at a high
rate in order to avoid aliasing artifacts. Furthermore, these methods have shown that
high-frequency content in the large-scale layer (i.e. strong edges) is strongly correlated
with the flash image, and can be inferred using joint bilateral filtering methods.
Temporal Multiplexing In order to perform temporal multiplexing the timing of
the flash and the per-pixel electronic shutters must be synchronized. For simplicity
of exposition, let us assume that we are using front-curtain flash firing. If the elec-
tronic shutter for pixel p "opens" slightly before the flash fires, and then "closes"
just afterwards, then p will capture only flash light. If on the other hand, p "opens"
just after then flash fires and remains open for the remainder of the global shutter
time, then p will capture only ambient lighting. The third scenario is that p is open
for the entire global shutter time and thus collects both flash and ambient light-
ing, which describes traditional slow-sync photography when a long shutter time is
used. Although our goal is to capture flash and ambient lighting separately, which
suggests using the first two temporal sampling patterns, it may in fact be beneficial
to capture a combined flash and ambient image instead of a flash only image. The
primary argument for capturing a combined flash-ambient image is exactly the ar-
gument for traditional slow-sync photography: the quadratic intensity fall-off with
depth may leave the background image under-exposed, thus there will be very little
useful information in a flash-only image. In this scenario, and with the assumption
Flash Flash Flash
Normal Exposure Ambient Exposure Flash-Only Exposure
Ambient
Time Time Time
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5-3: (a) Normal exposure. (b) Ambient exposure. (c) Flash-only exposure.
The blue dotted line depicts when the per-pixel shutter is "open". During a normal
exposure (a) the shutter is open the entire exposure and the pixel captures both flash
and ambient lighting. The flash lighting is brief but high intensity. The Ambient
lighting is constant but lasts the entire exposure time. The per-pixel shutter "opens"
just after the flash has fired for Ambient pixels (c) and thus only records ambient
lighting. The shutter "closes" just after the flash fires for Flash-only pixels, thus
recording primarily flash lighting.
that the flash (or flash + ambient) pixels are spatially sampled at a higher resolution
than the ambient-only pixels, a combined flash and ambient image will have a higher
signal-to-noise ratio (albeit the "signal" will be from the ambient lighting).
If each per-pixel electronic shutter is programable then the sensor could be dy-
namically reconfigured to operate in either flash + ambient or flash only mode. Fur-
thermore, the relative sampling rates of flash and ambient pixels could be changed
to suit the application and scene. Finally, the sensor could even be configured to
operate as a standard sensor, without any temporal or spatial multiplexing.
Spatio-Temporal Multiplexing Figure 5-4 shows a flowchart of our proposed
method. The spatio-temporal multiplexed input is recorded on the sensor. Next,
the individual components are demultiplexed into separate images. The flash image,
which is captured at a high resolution, is only "missing" a sparse set of pixels. We
use simple linear interpolation to fill in the missing pixel data; other interpolation
and demosaicing methods could also be used. The ambient component is captured at
a much lower resolution and thus needs to be upsampled to the resolution of the flash
image. Linear, or higher-order reconstruction filters can be used to perform upsam-
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Figure 5-4: Flowchart of the demultiplexing pipeline. The multiplexed input im-
age contains flash and ambient data at asymmetric sampling rates. We extract the
different components into separate images. The missing data from the flash image is
reconstructed using linear interpolation. The ambient image is upsampled to the same
resolution as the flash image using Joint Bilateral Grid Upsampling [14, 42].
pling. Alternatively, we can leverage the fact that we already have a high resolution
flash image, and perform Joint Bilateral Grid Upsampling [14, 42] to upsample the
image. Joint Bilateral Grid Upsampling is a non-linear upsampling method that uses
a high-resolution image to guide the upsampling of the low-resolution image by re-
specting edges in the high-resolution image. Joint Bilateral Grid Upsampling is most
useful when the ambient image is highly sub-sampled.
Simulating Spatio-Temporal Multiplexing Hardware We are proposing a
change to the hardware of the image sensor. Implementing a hardware version is
expensive, and instead we simulate our proposed implementation by combining mul-
tiple exposures. We take two exposures and then digitally perform multiplexing and
demultiplexing. Multiplexing is accomplished by directly subsampling the individual
exposures (without any pre-filtering) at the appropriate relative sampling rates, and
then compositing the pixels into a single image. We assume each pixel records RGB
data (e.g. a sensor comparable to the Foveon X3 sensor [25]) and ignore demosaicing
issues. Demultiplexing is described in the previous paragraph above and in figure 5-4.
(a) (b)
Figure 5-5: An example scene captured with (a) and without (b) & (c) flash illumi-
nation. The flash image (a) is evenly exposed and has a high signal-to-noise ratio,
but lacks the aesthetically pleasing shadowing present in a long exposure ambient-only
exposure (c). A short exposure (same shutter speed as (a)) image is shown in (b).
The upper half of (b) has been contrast stretch to show details, while the lower half is
displayed as captured from the camera.
5.3.1 Exposure-Resolution Analysis
In general we advocate that the flash pixels be allocated a large portion of the sensor
resolution, and that the exposure be set such that flash pixels are well-exposed. As a
consequence, reconstructed images will often be under-sampled and under-exposed.
In this section we perform an experimental analysis of the effect of under-exposure
and under-sampling on the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed
ambient image. In our experiment we captured a sequence of images of a scene lit
under ambient illumination only, varying the exposure time between each exposure
and keeping all other camera settings constant (e.g. aperture f/# and ISO). We
adjusted the exposure times to bracket a seven stop range of exposure values (EV).
Figure 5-5 shows a properly exposed scene as well as a the same scene severely under-
exposed (-7EV). The upper triangular section of the under-exposed image has been
contrast stretch to show the signal, while the lower triangle is displayed unprocessed.
Additionally, we create a sequence of down-sampled images (using nearest-neighbor
sampling) for each exposure. Table 5.1 shows the PSNR results for reconstructing
the ambient image under each combination of under-sampling and under-exposure
parameters. We treat the full-resolution well-exposed image as ground truth when
computing PSNR values. Table 5.1 shows the average PSNR values computed for
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Relative Resolution
PSNR (dB) 1:1 1:22 1:42 1:82 1:162 1:322 1:642
OEV 00 46.96 39.23 34.48 30.87 27.81 25.55
-1EV 40.92 40.16 37.53 33.95 30.62 27.64 25.42
S -2EV 38.78 37.90 36.00 33.13 30.22 27.45 25.33
t -3EV 34.39 33.86 32.80 31.05 29.02 26.83 25.04
-4EV 30.67 30.34 30.00 29.03 27.65 25.83 24.43
-5EV 27.61 27.26 27.03 26.32 25.25 23.99 22.97
-6EV 22.89 22.51 22.39 22.11 21.66 20.96 20.34
-7EV 17.81 17.33 17.28 17.07 16.89 16.48 16.31
Table 5.1: Effect of exposure and resolution on PSNR for the reconstructed ambient
image. The horizontal axis shows the relative sampling of the input resolution to the
output resolution, from full resolution to one input pixel to every 642 = 4096 output
pixels. The vertical axis shows the exposure value (EV) relative to the properly exposed
ground truth image.
three different scenes. We can use the table to determine acceptable down-sampling
and under-exposure values. Examining under-exposure levels is useful because it
can help in setting camera settings (such as ISO, aperture f/#, and shutter speed)
to ensure that the ambient image is captured within a tolerable exposure range.
For example, a threshold value of 30dB (a typical value used for image compression
applications) suggests we can under-expose by 4 stops and use a 1:16 down-sampling
ratio and still expect a reasonable reconstruction.
For the specific application of flash/no-flash fusion we are more concerned about
a bilateral filtered version of the ambient image than the ambient image itself. In
this case, we can measure the reconstructed PSNR of the bilateral filtered image
instead. We use joint bilateral bilateral filtering, with a flash image of the scene as
the guide image. Table 5.2 shows average PSNR results for the same three scenes
used to compute Table 5.1. The obvious conclusion from Table 5.2 is that we can
under-sample and under-expose more aggressively for the same PSNR, or conversely,
expect better reconstruction results for the same level of under-sampling and under-
exposure.
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Relative Resolution
PSNR (dB) 1:1 1:22 1:42 1:82 1:162 1:322 1:642
OEV 00 65.72 57.75 49.09 41.35 34.78 29.86
-1EV 48.17 48.38 48.15 45.87 40.78 34.73 29.83
-2EV 50.22 50.11 48.77 45.26 40.40 34.59 29.72
S -3EV 39.25 39.28 39.07 38.31 36.28 32.75 29.04
-4EV 35.64 35.66 36.00 35.59 34.23 31.42 28.39
-5EV 37.49 37.63 37.83 37.11 34.87 31.48 27.72
-6EV 33.15 33.47 33.22 32.56 31.31 28.89 25.37
-7EV 29.04 29.55 29.04 28.64 27.50 24.97 21.33
Table 5.2: Exposure and resolution analysis for the bilateral filtered large scale am-
bient layer. PSNR values for reconstructed bilateral filtered ambient images are sig-
nificantly higher than for the full ambient image (see table 5.1).
5.3.2 Motion Analysis
In this section we analyze the effect of scene motion on reconstructing a bilateral
filtered version of the no-flash component. We also compare single-exposure capture
with multi-exposure capture, where there is a nonzero delay between capturing each
image. If the scene is moving this delay will cause the flash and ambient images to
be misaligned. We synthetically apply a motion to the scene and measure the PSNR
of the reconstructed bilateral filtered image. We model motion blur as a convolution
of a static image I with a kernel (,,,,d :
Im = I * (v,s,d, (5.1)
where Iv,s,d encodes the velocity v (in pixels/second), camera shutter speed s (in
seconds) and the delay d (in seconds) between the flash exposure. In particular,
d = 0 if the flash and ambient images are recorded in the same exposure. We define
4bv,s,d as
1 x - vd
Dv,s,d(X) = Rect - vd /2 (5.2)
vs vs
where Rect is the unit boxcar function. The vs term determines the width of the
boxcar function, which directly corresponds to the distance the scene moves during
the integration interval. Finally, the vd term causes a shift of the image, corresponding
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to the number of pixels the scene moves between exposures.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 list the PSNR results for low scene motion (v = 100 pix-
els/second) and high scene motion (v = 1000 pixels/second) respectively. As ex-
pected, a non-zero delay between exposures (d > 0) has only a moderate impact
on PSNR in the low motion case. The data also emphasizes the effect of the shutter
speed s in the trade-off between improved signal-to-noise ratio due to longer exposure
and increased motion blur. A long exposure (e.g. 1/4 of a second) properly exposes
the ambient image but introduces a non-trivial amount of motion blur (% 25 pixels).
A short exposure (e.g. 1/250 of a second) grossly under-exposes the image, but min-
imizes the motion blur ( < 1 pixel). In these experiments, the optimal shutter speed
was s = 1/15 sec, where the image was reasonably exposed and subject to only a
small amount of motion blur ( a 7 pixels).
Delay (sec)
PSNR (dB) 0 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/10 1/5 1/2
1/4 53.14 50.25 48.10 46.13 43.49 39.45 33.37
1/8 57.69 54.71 52.38 49.17 44.71 38.87 32.57
1/15 58.27 56.44 54.06 49.80 44.11 37.92 32.26
4 1/30 49.24 49.39 48.86 46.54 42.35 37.42 32.31
1/60 46.49 46.69 46.55 44.44 41.01 36.88 32.25
1/125 38.17 38.70 38.77 38.29 36.81 34.58 31.45
1/250 32.27 32.89 32.98 32.99 32.53 31.62 29.91
Table 5.3: The effect of shutter speed and delay on reconstructed ambient images.
Table shows average PSNR results for a set of low motion scenes (v = 100 pix-
els/second).
The high motion case (table 5.4) underscores the importance of single-exposure
capture of both ambient and flash images. Unlike the low-motion case, a non-zero
delay between exposures (d > 0) has a much more dramatic effect on the final PSNR.
For example, a drop of nearly 20dB is observed for even a 1/10 of a second delay.
Current top of the line DSLR cameras have 10 fps (i.e. 1/10 of a second delay)
continuous shooting modes. Although it is likely that the speed of full resolution
continuous shooting modes will increase (perhaps to 60 fps or higher), capturing two
images will always require twice the bandwidth. We have previously argued that
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Delay (sec)
PSNR (dB) 0 1/60 1/30 1/15 1/10 1/5 1/2
1/4 34.22 33.03 32.03 31.15 30.09 28.32 25.31
1/8 39.35 37.27 35.42 32.91 30.09 27.06 24.44
1/15 44.32 41.55 38.00 33.04 29.09 26.34 24.06
1/30 46.09 43.98 38.20 32.02 28.57 26.25 24.02
1/60 46.36 43.62 36.86 31.46 28.44 26.35 24.14
1/125 39.09 38.46 34.68 30.91 28.50 26.66 24.53
1/250 33.11 33.10 31.70 29.60 28.02 26.72 24.87
Table 5.4: The effect of shutter speed and delay on reconstructed ambient images.
Table shows average PSNR results for a set of high motion scenes (v = 1000 pix-
els/second).
because the sampling requirements of the flash and ambient images are asymmetric,
it is not necessary to capture two full resolution images, and thus our single-exposure
design may actually be cheaper to implement and manufacture due to the bandwidth
savings.
5.4 Applications
We present two applications of our spatio-temporal multiplexing method: single ex-
posure flash / no-flash image fusion and white-balancing with mixed illumination.
5.4.1 Flash / No-Flash
To apply flash / no-flash image fusion we capture two images and synthetically multi-
plex them into a single image as described in section 5.3. In particular, both flash and
ambient images are taken with exactly the same camera settings to simulate simulta-
neous capture. We use a 1:4 sampling ratio of flash to ambient pixels (i.e. the ambient
image is subsampled by two in each dimension, using nearest neighbor sampling). We
perform demultiplexing by linearly interpolating the missing flash pixels and by using
Joint Bilateral Grid Upsampling [14, 42] to upsample the ambient image to the same
resolution as the flash image. The ambient image is contrast stretched and then the
detail and color layers of the flash image are combined with the large-scale layer of
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Figure 5-6: Flash / no-flash image fusion. The reconstructed flash and no-flash
(contrast stretched) images are shown on top and the final result is shown below.
the ambient image[21]. Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show some results of our method. These
results validate the claim that a low resolution ambient image is sufficient to capture
the large-scale lighting of the scene. We are able to successfully extract the shading
and mood of the noisy ambient image and combine it with the high-quality details
of the flash image. One challenge of capturing flash and ambient images simultane-
ously is that we must capture both the bright flash and dim ambient lighting with
the same exposure settings. In practice, we exposure for the flash image and allow
the ambient image to be drastically under-exposed. These images demonstrate that
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Figure 5-7: Flash / no-flash image fusion. The reconstructed flash and no-flash
(contrast stretched) images are shown at top left and center respectively and a long
exposure no-flash image is shown at top right. Our result is shown below.
there is enough dynamic range to capture useful shading information in the ambient
image, even though it is severely under-exposed (see figure 5-5 for an example).
5.4.2 White Balancing with Mixed Lighting
Standard global white balancing methods (e.g. the white-patch and the gray-world [10]
methods) assume there is only a single illuminant in the scene and will fail to prop-
erly white balance when this assumption is violated. Figure 5-8(e) shows the result of
white balancing a scene with two distinct illuminants using the white-patch method.
We have selected a patch on the white locker door in the center of the image frame
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as our reference and performed white balancing relative to it. While the door in the
center of the image appears white, it can be seen that the wall and the white locker
doors toward the edge of the frame have a distinct reddish-yellow color cast due to the
spatially varying mixed illumination in the scene. Hsu and colleagues [38] introduced
a method for performing white-balancing under two known illuminants. They analyze
local color distributions to estimate per-pixel albedos and then infer the local mixture
of each illuminant. This method works well for a large class of images, however may
fail when there is not enough lighting variation to reliably estimate albedos.
We propose a simple method for white balancing with two illuminants similar to
the method of DiCarlo and colleagues[17]. Using spatio-temporal multiplexing we
can recover and then white balance the flash and ambient images independently. We
assume the ambient lighting contains a single illuminant and therefore we can directly
apply any standard global white balancing technique. The flash image may contain
both flash and ambient lighting, and thus we subtract the ambient image from the
flash image to obtain a flash-only image. The flash-only image can then be white
balanced, again using a global white balance method.
Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show results using our proposed white balance method. Sub-
figures (a-c) show the reconstructed ambient, combined flash and ambient, and flash-
only images, respectively. We assume for this application that the flash and ambient
exposures are approximately matched, and that the flash is used primarily as a fill
light. Subfigure (d) shows the final result of our method, where the ambient compo-
nent (a) and the flash-only component (c) have been independently white balanced
(using the white-patch method, selecting the same point in each image) and then
recombined. Subfigure (e) shows the result of standard global white balance. Note
the color casts on the inside of the cup and the toothbrush figure 5-9(e) are absent in
our result (figure 5-9(d)).
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Figure 5-8: White balancing under mixed illumination. The reconstructed ambient
(a), combined flash and ambient (b) and flash-only (c) images are shown in the top
row. Our white balanced result is show in (d). A simple global white balance result is
shown in (e). Note the color casts on the back wall of (e), not present in our result
(d).
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter we introduced a spatio-temporal multiplexing method that can cap-
ture flash and ambient scene information in a single exposure. Our method spatially
mosaiced "flash" and "ambient" pixels across the image sensor. We proposed tem-
porally synchronizing the flash with per-pixel electronic shutters to enable capturing
flash and ambient illumination separately. We demonstrated two applications of our
spatio-temporal multiplexing method: single-exposure flash no-flash and white bal-
ancing with mixed illumination.
There are several drawbacks to our proposed method and analysis. The largest
limitation of this work is that although we argue its feasibility, we have not demon-
strated a physical prototype of our proposed system. Without a prototype, we view
this work as only a preliminary investigation of spatio-temporal multiplexing. One
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(d) (e)
Figure 5-9: White balancing under mixed illumination. The reconstructed ambient
(a), combined flash and ambient (b) and flash-only (c) images are shown in the top
row. Our white balanced result is show in (d). A simple global white balance result is
shown in (e). Note the blue color casts on the inside of the cup and the toothbrush
(e), not present in our result (d).
particular simplification we have made in our simulations is to assume RGB values
at each pixel (e.g. Foveon X3 sensor) and thus ignore demosaicing issues. Building
a prototype would facilitate experimentation into different mosaic designs. For ex-
ample, for the flash/no-flash fusion application, it may be beneficial to remove the
spectral filter on some subset of pixels and record total irradiance for the ambient
pixels. Another obvious limitation is that we must trade image resolution in order
to multiplex information onto the sensor. Fortunately, image resolution for digital
cameras has been rapidly increasing in recent years, and has arguably already sur-
passed the physical resolution limits of the optics and displays. Therefore this excess
sensor resolution could be used for methods such as spatio-temporal multiplexing.
However, it is important to note that our method requires more complex (and thus
more expensive) hardware, which may significantly effect the economically-feasible
sensor resolution limits.
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In the future we would like to investigate other methods and applications of spatio-
temporal multiplexing. One possible extension would be to divide the exposure into
three or more phases, and capture the scene under many illumination conditions. For
example, capturing multiple flashes placed at different locations could enable single
image depth from flash [50, 49, 52].
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we introduced multiplexed photography, a collection of methods for
simultaneously capturing multiple camera settings in a single exposure. Our goals
were to extend and enhance the capabilities of digital photography, and additionally
enable amateur photographers to manage the large space of camera settings. There
are many different camera settings (e.g. focus, aperture, shutter speed, and flash)
and erroneously setting any one can ruin an otherwise good photograph. We focused
on methods and designs that allowed post-exposure editing and control of physical
camera settings as well as higher-level controls such as depth of field. One common
thread in all of the projects described in this thesis is that we intentionally traded
image resolution to capture more information, exploiting the emerging abundance of
image resolution found on modern image sensors.
This thesis comprises three projects: multi-aperture photography, multiplexed
illumination, and spatio-temporal multiplexing. Each project took a different ap-
proach to the goal of capturing multiple camera settings, exploring several areas and
approaches of computational photography, including new computational cameras,
coded illumination methods, and computational sensors.
In the first project, multi-aperture photography, we described the design and im-
plementation of a prototype optical system and associated algorithms to capture four
images of a scene in a single exposure, each taken with a different aperture setting.
A unique aspect of our design was that, unlike plenoptic cameras that capture two
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extra angular dimensions, we captured the one dimensional space of aperture settings
directly, minimizing resolution loss. Our goal was to explore the design space of com-
putational cameras, and examine the types of post-exposure edits that are possible
without capturing a full light field. We believe that while plenoptic cameras are ex-
tremely flexible and powerful, they may be overly general for many applications. We
argue it can be fruitful to examine application specific lightfield sampling strategies
that are tailored to a particular task (e.g. depth of field extrapolation). Another ad-
vantage of our proposed design was that it worked with commercially available DSLR
cameras, and did not require any permanent changes to the camera, allowing it to be
easily removed, and a full resolution image to be captured if desired. We believe these
kinds of designs may be more palatable to many photographers. Using our system we
demonstrated several applications of our multi-aperture camera, including adjusting
the depth of field and generating synthetically refocused images.
One avenue for future work would be to investigate different methods of coding the
aperture. In particular, extending our decomposition to a spatio-temporal splitting
of the aperture. This would allow us to recover frequency content lost due either from
depth defocus or motion blur. It may also be possible to design an adaptive optical
system that adjusts the aperture coding based on the scene. Another avenue of future
work is to build a camera that simultaneously captures multiple images focused at
different depths in a single exposure, using a single image sensor.
In the second project we described multiplexed flash illumination to recover both
flash and ambient light information as well as extract sparse depth information
in a single exposure. Traditional photographic flashes illuminate the scene with a
spatially-constant light beam. By adding a mask and optics to a flash, we can project
a spatially varying illumination onto the scene which allows us to spatially multiplex
the flash and ambient illuminations onto the imager. We apply flash multiplexing to
enable single exposure flash/no-flash image fusion, in particular, performing flash/no-
flash relighting on dynamic scenes with moving objects.
Flash multiplexing demonstrates the potential of computational illumination in
dynamic scenes because it enables the simultaneous capture of multiple components
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of illumination. Our prototype was able to multiplex flash and ambient lighting into
assorted flash pixels captured at the image sensor. The defocus of the light pattern
further allowed us to extract simple depth information. As an application of our
multiplexed flash illumination, we demonstrate the first single-exposure flash/no-flash
method suitable for dynamic scenes.
Lastly, we proposed spatio-temporal multiplexing, a novel image sensor integra-
tion strategy that enabled simultaneous capture of flash and ambient illumination.
We described two possible applications of spatio-temporal multiplexing: single-image
flash/no-flash relighting and white balancing scenes containing two distinct illumi-
nants (e.g. flash and fluorescent lighting). Our method spatially mosaiced "flash"
and "ambient" pixels across the image sensor. By temporally synchronizing the flash
with per-pixel electronic shutters we enabled capturing flash and ambient illumina-
tion separately. We demonstrated two possible applications of our spatio-temporal
multiplexing method: single-exposure flash no-flash and white balancing with mixed
illumination. We have not constructed a physical prototype of our proposed sys-
tem, and instead only argue its feasibility and benefits. The next step is to build a
prototype, which could validate spatio-temporal multiplexing and facilitate experi-
mentation of different mosaic designs.
As mentioned earlier, a key trend that we have exploited time after time in these
projects is the excess of resolution on new image sensors. These days, it is common
for consumer digital cameras to have 12 megapixel (MP) or larger sensors, which has,
arguably, surpassed the needs for most consumer display and printing applications.
For example, the largest monitor resolutions are only 3 or 4 MP, a professional quality
(at 300dpi) 4" by 6" photo print requires only 2MP, and a fairly large print (8" by 10"
at 300dpi) needs roughly 7MP. An interesting avenue for future research is to consider
what other dimensions of the camera system may have "excesses of resolution" that
can be exploited to capture richer photographs. For example, the dynamic range
of sensors is steadily improving with each new generation of sensors, and someday
soon the available precision may exceed that which is useful, thus becoming a ripe
candidate for further multiplexed photography research.
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